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I 
1,  iHf iout fCSf i iM 
It ims long toe©fi toowa that &m %«» tutostitwted in 
positions ortho to the a«o linksg® ooabine with ©ertain 
®«talli« ion» to form ®haraet«risti©ally ©olortd ©ompltx 
©orapownds nicely enployed as morimnt dy#». A n%raih@r of 
workers (l,**,7#S#l8»it#24^ 2§,.a9,3©,31,32»9^ ) haw st«di®a 
th«s« eompoimis • and have presented eviience for the «xi»tenoe 
of ml&ttmlf strong primary ?al«nee honds between the metal 
and th# ©rthofwnttional groups »n€ a somewhat mmker 
coordinate hond with tim a«o growp* 
In 19^ 1 EuisnttsoT (ii) proposed that th@s® dy®® might 
he modified to prod«e© ©olor-forwing, analytical 
reagents by swbstittiting ia on® of the ortho positions a 
fwnetional group whi®h r#a®ts preferentially with a eertain 
gro«p of m«tala. fhuSi» an ortho-araono-azo dye might b® 
exp«eted to r«m©t seleotiwly 'With the tetravalent petals 
in group ff, luinetsov prepared sueh a oo«pound -(TO). ?he 
eowpound, the sodium salt of t-(2-hydroxy*3,6-dl®ulfo-l-
naphthylsgoj-bensentareonit a@id, ga^ e an orange color in 
aeid solution and reaeted sfith thorium to produce a rasp­
berry red oolored preeipitate. Although the reagent ©ould 
not be elaasified aa speeifio, its aeleetiire nature waa 
obviously auperior to. wiost of the other eolorimetrie reagents 
for thoriwi* 
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Kttsnetsov eomfiaei Ma iavestlgation to m detection 
seheme for thoFitw, waing an «xeesi of reagent, a 
soluble, red ©olored eo»plex ia formed, fliomason, ©t al, 
(119) litiliied this i»©«etion to ieirelop a speetrophotoaetrie 
method for the ieteraiiittloii of thorltm. Bteause of the 
sifleetiw fiatwr# of the resgtnt^  this »9thoi wa# a parties-
larly signifieaiit ©owtritoiatioii to the analFti®al ehemistry 
of thoriw and has b««ii the l»a«is of aeireral papers on 
apeeifie deter«inati®tt» of small Qwantitie# of thoriwin. 
In the work reported here# farther in^ eatigationa into 
thii method were raadt* fhe oto^ eetiire was two-folds (1) a 
Btu&y of sorae properties of the reaction hetwean the d;r« 
and thoriWB, (2) a study of th« apeetrophotometrie .method 
and its applieatlon in th© determination of thoriw® in 
®ona«iite »and» 
Befor# pro#«ading further# it ia pertinent to eoraaent 
on nomenelat«re to toe maed throughout the thesis*. Most 
of th« inveatigatora who hava wortead with thia »agent hava 
named it as a naphthol derivatiire. fha introduetion to the 
19%5 Subjeet Index of Chewleal Abatraets {2%} and "fhe 
Dafinitiv® leport of the Coiwittea on th« leforra of the 
Momenelatwr® of Organia ehamiatry" of tha Gommiaaion and 
Comneil of the International »nion of ehamiatry (103) wart 
uaad aa guidaa in aaltating a na*. It aaeaa more aonaiatant 
with these raaowandationa to nam© the aoaipound aa an 
3 
araonie aeid ative. fanagraphs 68 and 2*8 of the 
former are partieularl^ r pertinent to this arsuMent Binee 
the prineipal fmuetioaal growp of the reagtat is the 
selective &r»onie a@i<S 
fwnetioiial prefixes were named a@eordiag to I. 0. G. 
Rules ft nhd and are listed in ©onforwanee with para­
graph 77 of th® Chemical Al>itraits' report and I, 0. C» 
Rule 7. fh«»« •@on®id«rati®n» led to th® name the sodimi 
salt of g-lt-hydroxy-S^ fi-dis-nlfo-l-naphth^ laaol-toenaene-
arsonie aeid» 
for the ssiee of brevity* a shorter eoraraon nam® is 
preferred, the west widely «mploy#d ©owaon name has been 
thoron* In iri«ii of the possihl® @©nf«9lon with the radon 
isotope in the thorium decay soheme, th® name thorin will 
be used throughout the thesis.* 
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II. mm OMEt SOI® pROfitms of comfkxis 
BlfWlM tHOHItIM A» fmWLM 
I, Merlm of Iiiterature 
!• m^r&l yevitif of atmiles of m»tal«&20 dya oompoaais 
mnttom^ . Xn th^  .IntsrodwetioB, a umber of investi* 
gatioat of the tiafcur# of the eomplex »©rd«ynt dy#« h&ve been 
maie Cl,%i7i8#l8,22,g4.,t§,'ti,30,31,32,9%). For the most 
part these 8%ii4i«s have <S#alt with ago ^ jm in whieh either 
hydroxy, oarboxy* or amino groups oeowpy owe or both of th@ 
positiOhB ortho to the m& lifilcag®. In a few m&ea, th# 
ehemieally 8i»llar asowtthin® liiiM&ge has b#«n ambitituted 
for ths am group# Compouhds of wiekelCll), ©obaltClI),. 
eobaltllXI), Eihe« ohro®iu®ClII), aluwiiiiam, eopper^ II), ^aM 
vaimdiumClf) haf® bmn oharaoteriztd. Althou^ i nose of 
these tompoumis ©oatain an mrsono group, and although only 
me tetramlent raetal, mnadiuw, wai studied, it is relevant 
to mention lora# of the properties of these eorapounds# 
Mearly all of the worlitrs »gre« that tht metal eompl#xe8 
with 2,2*-substituted aso dyes ar® more readily formed than, 
those of the wono-subatitutfed ierivatiwt* fhis ia attri­
buted to the utilization of both groups as primary donors 
tog«t.h«r with the aso or azoraethine group as a seoondary 
donor to for# a- fu»«d ring »yst«w« Apparent ej£®«ption» to 
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this are fouM In, the water-lnsolwtelt eoaplcx between 
eobslt(III) and 2*-hyir©3Eyb«ngalt2»hydroxy-§-chlor@anilin©, 
having a dye to metal ratio of 3il# in, which only on® 
hydroxy group i»' involved (l) and in, a nemtra,l eofflpownd of 
eopperClI) and l-(2«hydro^ 3^ -§»sulf©-l-ben«eneazo)-t-naphthol, 
having a dye to »etal rati© of 2i3,' in whieh th« mo linliag# 
is said to furnish two •#®ondary val«nee bonds (8). 
Wnsaturat®d eoordination poaitions in th® metal are 
o@oupi®d by neutral donor groups iweh as water^  awaoniaj, 
pyridine, ete,| or by eovalent links with negatively eharged 
ions, Fr«tw«atlF th®»® eo,Bip0unds esdlat as ions* Bailar and 
Calli® {I) d«seribe an interesting example in whieh sueoessive 
additions of 2»-hydro:^ en8al«2-hydroxy-i-ehloroanilin® to 
hexaarai,nee©balt{IU) ehlorid# produe® first a positively 
©harged Is I oompltx, th«n a negatively charged 2il complex 
which reacts iiwediately to form a aalt having a dye to 
ffl#tal rat,io of 3t2, ehromiw(lll) b#hav«d s,iBiilarly.|, 
,lntroduction of sulfonic acid group® into the dy« ®ay 
hav® some profound effects on the structure of the laetal 
complex, fhe woric of Brew and Land^ uist (31) has shown that 
with ffl®n©*o-hydr0xy«ajB0-aottoBulfonic acid®, copper{II} foms 
salts with the sulfonic acid leaving th« hydroxy group free. 
However* on adding alieali or metallic acetates to a solution 
of th®S6 salts#,,: th# copper associates with the oxyg«n of 
the hydroxy group and the azo nitrogen atoms, these 
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so-ealie€ iwaer eowpltx copper salts are readily deeoroposnd 
by aeids..' When. b©th o-pQsitidns m&m ««bstitmt©d,' the inner 
eompl«3£ eeapound was the stable fom {8)» In-many eases, 
th# laetal rtaet® with both the swlfonie aeld group and the 
o-embgtitmted a«o 8y»t©*.> 
Garboxy eompounds giv# les# ttable raetalli®- derivatives 
than-do, analogoua hydroasy eoapoimds |3©,31).- A singl® 
oj^ hydroxy group is Insufficient to hold ehromiuBi(Hl), in 
stable oowbinatiott with an azo group,- but eopp#r(II) 
niekel(II),^  and @©balt(IH) form stable #0«plex«« with 
!Bon0«o*iubstitut#d aio dy®» (ISO).' In th© ease of the di-
substituted dy©s, thi« order of stability is reversed• Drew 
and 'Dunton (29) showed that ehr©iiiu»(lll| form# more stable 
ooroplex«s than vanadiu®Cl^ ) with di-o-substituted aiso dyes, 
J:,ik® ehrQ«iiura(III|,'vanadiumfl?) d©«» not reaet with aono-
substituted dyes* 
Irnsberger and Irode (33) studitd th® relationship® 
between, the absorption spettra of aosi# o-aubatituted ago 
dyefS and thair metal eomplexes, fh«y reported that the 
metal has little «ffeet on the o-hroaiophore of the dye* 
Although a n©w band in th« viaible region wa» aseribad to 
the metal, it do«s not ooeur at the «am« wavelength as that 
for th® simple matal salts, fhe band is, howevar, Independ­
ent of the dy# residue and therefore it appears that it is 
not assooiated with the eltetronie state of th« entira 
T 
Th« general effeet of adilng wetal ioni to 
resonstors Is a decrease In freQiieaei' or a shift to longer 
wavelengths (15)# 
Very little ejEferlwental worlc evidenolng the fiatwe of 
the aasoeiatlon iii a«o-ars©iiie aold-metal eowplexe® has heen 
reported# Kainetsov (69) fownd that acandima, thorli®# and 
titaiiiiwiXf) give a color teat with the Sohlff'» toase of 
2-a»lnoben«enear»o.iiio »®id and salioylaldeli^ de',, fhe inter-
eating ohaervation was that the iaoiier® ©ontaining either 
the hydroaiy or arsono grot^  in the |t-po8itlon do not yield 
the ©olor teat, fhi® raight indieate that hoth gro«pa are 
iwplieated in the coaiplex, lowever, feigl (36) was able to 
obtain a brown 8irooni«w salt with %-0-dimethylamino-l-
bena@neazo)-ben«enear8enlo aeid in which the dye to metal 
ratio was til. later this dye was used as a color-forming 
reagent for thoriiiro (171# 
Another intereatlng experiment involved the aiibatitu-
tion of ©roups having highly varying eleetron affinities in 
the position para to the aao linkage in the bensene nmeleiaa 
of thorin (68)» fheir effeot on the eolor of the reaction 
prodact with thoriia in sold soliitlon was observed. Hitro, 
hydrogen, and amino grottp® in this position gave red-orange, 
strawberry pinlc, and bright violet eolors respeetively. 
Iu«net®ov |?t) also foand that tttalitatively thorin in 
oonoentrated smlfario acid mwA the thoriw-thorln coaplex in 
dilate hydroehlorie aeid solation have the same eolor. 
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2, Seae selgete4 propertoieg of thorium 
Only those aspeets ©f th©riu« 6h««istry of specifie 
interest in this problem sr« to be reviewed. First some 
aspects of th« atiii«0«s ©hemistry will b« <liitus»®<i., 
I^ eeordiag to Britte® thorium begins to pr«eipitat® as 
the hydroxid® at a pi ®f about 3*57*  In afueou® soluti©ii 
the tetravalent ion is mM to b« a8»©eiat#a with twelve 
water ®oX©eul®» (13) although, eoia# lay it is eight {60). 
fhe latter figur« would be more conaistent with its normal 
ooordinatioa number of tight (iO§)• However, eonaiderabl® 
latitude in this valu« is perwitt#d by the «l«©troni© eon-
figuration of tito thoriura ion.. 
Vary littla worlc has bean don© on the hydrolytio 
bahavior of thorium. fhoriu« is said to hydrolya® to give 
ThQ^  ^aa ita first produat (iO) whiah .than dimarizea to form 
fh20'*^ . • Biaaoeistion • eonatanta hsva baan evaluated by 
postulating aueh equilibria. In th® aaaa of th© thorium 
aoneentrationa used in tha esqperimenta aubsaquently daaaribadj, 
hydrolyaia firat oeaurrad at a pH of 3.0. lydbarg |lia) 
reported no avidanee for thoriw hydrolysis balow a pH of 
2.0, In mora oonaantratad aolutiont.* thoriura ia said to 
exist 8 8  Thj,04+® ( 3 5 ) .  
Inaamueh as the araoni® aoid ia eonaidarad to ba tha 
principal functional group on the thorin raolaeula# it ia of 
9 
Interest to mots that tfeorlum forai two different arstimtes 
(3»2!1).» In aa excess of thorium, srsenie aei<i rtacts as a 
dibasie a@id to form a product in whieh the aeii to thorium 
ratio i8 2il, A preeipitat# separates from a large 
exeess of aeid. 
3. Some ieleeted properties of az© tFgg 
fh« treatise of Tenkataraaan (120) is a partiewlarly 
fin® sowo« of iafor»ation on th© eheraistry of the aa© dy®s. 
Only those properti«8 of p«e«liar signifioanee to this 
investigation <#trw@tmr« an<l absorption sptetra) will be 
surveyed. 
fwo geometrieal isomers- of aiso dy#s are posaible, and 
the eonfiguration in whieh th« sutostitwnts are sitmted in 
the trans positions with reapeet to the azo linkage is rauch 
iBor# stable than th© ois arrangement (16), The aqtuilibriura 
between the two forms i® rapidly «8tablish«d and eonversion 
to th® ei« fowB is promoted photoeh«aioally, 
.The tautQtt®rie equilibriiM between the hydrazo and azo 
forms of o-hydr©xy-a«o dy«s (figwres 3 and k) is of speeial 
-iaportane® in this study, Iiaw«r and Millar (?8} w«r® able 
to ©arry out a Biels-Alder reaetion with %-Ct,4-dinitro-l-
benastneaio)-phenol, thus dtmonstrating tht presenee of a 
hydraio«aS!© equilibriua in this ©ompound, Euhn and Bar (65) 
studied this phenomenon with ^ -benieneaso-l-naphthol# with 
10 
l-benzeneazo-2-naphthol, and with 2«benEeneazo-l-.naphthol. 
They found that the absorption spectra of tl» latter two 
were characteristic of the hydrazo form and independent of 
solvent. On the other hand, a benzene solution of t.he 
-^compound contained approximately equal amounts of each 
IsomerJ in pyridine and azo form predominated, and in 
acetic acid and nitrobenzene the hydrazo form was preferred. 
In phenol derivatives, the azo form prevailed. 
Recently Ospenson (101,102) has worked with a number 
of aubstituted benzene«-azo-phenola, -naphthols, and -anthrols. 
His finding# support those of the preceding workers. In hi® 
first work (101) he reported on the effects of various sub-
stituent® in the benzene nucleus (2 and 4 positions ) on the 
position of the equilibrium in alcoholic solution, Naphthol 
derivatives were predominantly hydrazo and phenols were 
primarily azo forms. The effects of changing substituents 
were relatively minors however, it is notable that substitu­
tion of a carboxy group in the o-position of the naphthol 
dyes forced the equilibrium even further toward the hydrazo 
form. This was attributed to hydrogen bonding between the 
protonated nitrogen and the carboxy oxygen. 
In the absorption spectra, the position of the maximum 
absorbance for the naphthols is in the vicinity of 480 m/c 
for the hydrazo form and at 390 nyi for the azo configura­
tion (101,65). When appreciable amounts of both are present. 
11 
m Infleetion or slight aaxiau® o&mra at around %25 m/t , 
In his gecond paper .{102)., ©ip@iisom f©uiid that as th® number 
of linearlj annulat«d ring® in the au3co-ehr©»ie part of the 
molecule was inereased, the relativ® amount of th# hydrazo 
for® inerea®®d, 
!• Ilat«rial» and Apparatus 
I. grftparation and purification of thorin 
fh# reagftnt waa prepared aeeording to a three-step 
proeesat (1) diaaotiiing i-nitroanilln® and eoupling it 
with disodim hydrogen amenite to form t-nitrohenz«nearioni© 
aeid» (2) r#du#ing th« nitro group with ferrous ehloride, 
and C3) diaaotising the resulting 2-araino-to«n«en#arsonio 
aeid and r«a@tlng it with the diiodiua salt of 8-hydroxy-
3j6-dlsulf@napthal«ne (E-#alt| to forai th« desired produet» 
fh# o¥#r-all field was 33'ptr eent. fhe d«taila of th« 
proeedure are reported in a paper hy Margerum, ©t al, (82). 
®ie eompound raaf toe reerystallised fro» wat«r or ten per 
©ent hydroehlorie aeid and may to® dried hj waahing with 
aeaton® or aleohol or in an @f«n at 105®C. -fh© latter giv«» 
an anhydrous, red»©olor@d trlaodiuw salt after morystalll-
»tion from water, u^antitativ® aaalysia of absorption 
speetra prowd that it did not detoi^ oa® at 105®C:, from 
aeid solution th® orange-oolored ®ono»odiu« salt was isolated. 
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of the Society for Applied ipeatroscopy and the Araeriean 
Society for Testing Material® (47). fhe ®y»bol 1 will toe 
uted t© denote thorln in «tttos@rlpt». for exawple, Mn will 
denote the polarity of thorln. Other sywhols will toe des­
cribed as they are used. 
Alth©agh a eonstant teapcr«twre tystew was not employed, 
all solutions were equilibrated at reow teraperature, 23 • 1®G# 
during the ©ourse ©f these studies. All thorium and thorln 
solutione were prepared and standardised as described in the 
section on materials and apparatus, for all work described 
in this section, a total solution wluae of SOO wl was used. 
1^  fhorin 
(a) PH dependency of absorption spectrum. A 10**^  M 
thorln solution was prepared by dilution of a suitable stooic 
solution. fwenty-flTe ml alituots of this solution diluted 
to 200 Ml were used in preparing the series for the investi­
gation of pi effects. ,ln the neutral range, two different 
buffer syateffls were essployed to accurately control the pH 
at unlfoiTO Intervals. In one series an a»m©nia-aBWonl«ra 
chloride systea was used, and in the other a potassium di-
hydrogen phosphate-dipotassliM t^ drogen phosphate mixture 
was employed. pH adjustwents above 11.0 and below 5«0 were 
effected with sodiu® hydroxide and hydrochloric add. Ionic 
strength was then adjusted to 0«5 t 0.05 with sodiura chloride 
or ararooniua chloride. 
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solMtioM were seamiet on th® 0ary inttrwraeiit 
against «itli®i* a soiitim «iilorii« qt water blank in 5,•©00-©® 
afeSQFption e«lls« the measurements were all talcen within 
thre« hows after solution preparation, 
figure I eontains a few ©f thts# @urf®» and d#«onstrat«8 
s©me Qf the features @f the speetral shift with ©hanging pH. 
fatole I lists th« ahiortoanec value# talc#n from theae eurves 
at four 8@le@t«ci wavelengths, and figure 2 illuatratas these 
data graphieallr* fha sprtai in th« points at th« seeond 
break was not explained. It aaama unlikely that tim® effeets 
eould h® responsihli# for although the solution® are un­
stable in this pi rang®, as will to® diaouiaed latar* their 
rata of deoompoaition is alow* 
Several points tonearning figur# I ar® of aoraa interest 
in eoni^ ation with the hydraio-aK® sfuilihria in hjrdroxy-
aso dyas. k& th# pi inoreasai, th« ahaorbana® waxirauB of 
tha printipal band shifts to »oi»what longer wavelangtha, 
from ^ 73 m,u to %90 , and inaraasas in intanaity until a 
pH of about 10 is raaehad. fh# plats in figure 2 indicate 
that tha^  sbaorbanaa at %iO m/c i# virtually independent of 
the pH up to a value of 10.0^ , fhia* then, ia an iaoabeatie 
point, aina© the varioua apaaiaa oontributin® to tl» 
abaorbanoa at this • wavelength hav® idantieal molar abaorp-
tivitiaa. At the othar' wavelengths thera ia a atepwis® 
dapandena® indiaating that tha ehanga in apaetra ia a 
16 
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FIG. I- ABSORPTION CURVES ILLUSTRATING EFFECT OF VARYING pH 
OF 1.25x10® M THORIN SOLUTIONS AT IONIC STRENGTH 
OF 0.5. 
NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO SOLUTIONS DESCRIBED IN 
TABLE I. 
SCANNED IN 5.0-cm CELLS VS WATER. 
IT 
fatol# I 
b^sorfesne# of flioriti ai a Faaotlon of pH® 
®S«to®r  ^  ^^510 Sl^ o my. 
I 1,08 0,838 0.730 0,63S 0.II5 
a is9 .8i8 .750 ,6m .115 
3 t.60 .860 .775 .690 .11§ 
* 2*95 »898 .820 »7w a%0 
5 3.12 ,f0S .838 .760 
6 3.29 •93J .855 .780 .l%8 
7 338 .933 »880 .805 .152 
I 3.98 .9*1 .900 .828 ,156 
9 #35 .955 .910 .840 ,160 
10 **ia .955 .918 ,8§a *165 
II 541 ,955 .930 .8%2 .170 
It* 6J7 •9T5 .920 ,830 *180 
l|* 7.11 •9T0 .9^ 0 .878 *il5 
ll* 7*23 .965 .950 390 »220 
13 7..*2 .995 .»9^5 -.890 •.•220 
16* 7.*S .965 1.000 ,903 .250 
17* 7»78 .975 1.020 .932 .275 
18 7»?S 1*005 1.030 .975 »285 
19 8.12 1.020 1.060 »960 *280 
to 8*12 1*015 1.050 ,995 .300 
tl 8.30 1.015 1.060 1,012 .325 
22 8.38 1.000 1.070 1.002 .330 
23 8.% 1.045 1.095 1.052 .345 
tl 8,76 l.OtO 1.060 1.012 .350 
25* 8....76 .995 • I.050 ,983 ..335 
%aeli "solwtiom S.s"l..25 x 10-5 n thor!,»..• flae iotiie strength 
i« 0^ ,5 J 0-,.05-# kh^ mhmme 4ata ar« fro» th# Cary speetro-
photometer., eel! length *• f.,«000-e».. 
*fhe pi of each solution marked in thi» way wae adjuated with 
•IHg?04-I#lP0k tottffer. The pH*s of ®ll other solutions from 
II to 3% mre aij«»t®i »ith NH^ 0H-IIH|01 buffer* The pH»s 
of solutions I to 10 mre adjustei with HOI# while th© pH<» 
of aolwtioms 34-42 wer# adjusted with MaOi. 
la 
fatel® I 
Solution 
Number 
pi *%80 m/c MA %10 m/t m/i. 
ti 9.00 1.020 I.065 1.012 .355 
2? 9*17 1.025 1.070 1.025 .355 
2B 9.36 1.025 1.065 1.025 .350 
29 9,52 1.025 1.065 1.025 .350 
30 9*7^ 1.025 1.065 1.010 .350 
31 9*93 1.015 1.055 1.010 .350 
3S io,gi 1,005 1.030 .988 .350 
33 10.92 .965 .965 .910 .335 
3* 10.97 .950 .960 .3tO 
3§ 11.18 .930 .925 .876 .315 
36 11.40 0.890 0.8T5 .830 0.330 
37 11 ..69 .805 *775 .678 .325 
38 12*10 .715 .670 .628 .335 
39 la^if .675 .620 .600 .3*0 
m 12 M .650 .625 .576 .3*5 
*i 13 #06 .630 .m .5t2 .335 
13.31 .610 3*0 .500 .320 
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fmietion of mmm&l of tim atid lii^ drogtm ©a fclie ffloleeule. 
Abow pH l§, th# fttosortoane® at ^ 90 fall® off to 
ft low«r mmvhrnnm and shifts to %60 m/c • At the lowest 
pH values, m iiifleetion point ooows in thm irieinitf of 
430 m/t t feut a® th« pH itte-i?e&»e», this vamiih®8» 
ItooMihg to the interpretations of Ospenmoii (lOl), as 
die©ua«i!d in th« r«iri«w of literatui^ , thi» roean» that up 
to a pH of 10, the hrdrazo form of th« dj®. Figure 3* i» 
heavily predominant, the inflection point at ^ 30 m/c 
indieatts that at low«r pi values a signifieant aiiount of 
th® aao form, figure i» also present, hut that as pH 
lnerea®«®4, its oomtritoution deereases* Ahov« a pH of 10 •© 
the 8|r»tt® oamiot h» «xpisia#d on thi» basis • Som further 
considerations will h« preaenttd in th« "Msoussion" sec­
tion » 
C*») Evaluation of pE*g# Sine# iaoahestie points are 
present, it should he possibl# to d«t@r«in« the dissoeiation 
eonstanta for the :8«veral aeid hydrogens which ar« reiaov«d 
from the laoleoule ov®r this pi rang#. A graphieal wodifica-
It 
tion of th® »tth©d of Stenatroffi and toldamith (117) foi? the 
spe®trophot-oa»tri,e tvaluation of pE valuaa ©an he applied, 
fh© plota of figure 2 can be ua#d for thia purpose. Those 
portion® of the «urv® where the slope i® near zero and is 
virtually constant can be considered a» representing pH 
eonditiont in which only one species is contributing to the 
21 
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absorbanee, pro^ idirig the wavelength is not an Igostoestie 
point. However, a sharp change in slope represents dissocia­
tion of the absorbing species into a new anion and proton, 
Mhen tliis dissociation step is completethe curve again 
level® off yntil another acid hydrogen begins to dissociate, 
The midpoint of this break represent® the point at which 
equimolar quantities of acid and its salt are present} hence, 
the pH at thi® point is identical with the pK' value under 
the conditions of the experiwent. 
In some cases, this nay be corrected to the therwodynaraic 
M 
pK using the extended ©ebye-iuekel theory if the. ionic 
strength is constant '(19). By making certain approximations, 
it can be shown thats 
pK * pH • log  ^ 0,509yU^  
• Dj "TT^  
pE s pE« • 0,509A^  
1 
where s jUi =• ionic strength 
pK' s experimentally determined value 
pK = corrected theraodynaniic value. 
For an ionic strength of 0,5, this correction is • 0,21. 
Over thi® pH rang©, tlte sulfonic acid hydrogens are 
undoubtedly completely dissociated. Consequently, the three 
breaks shown in Figure 2 represent the removal of the two 
2k 
ljfdi?og«iis fi*ow th® ai?8©ni@ a®ld th« naphttioli© lisrdrogen, 
fli@ fact that th©' naptotli©!!© lif<ii»©ien ia th# weakest aeld 
on the thopiii ra©lee-ttle. was eatateliihed in th« following wa^ r • 
fhe ©hang® in the wltf'aviolet ab»©r|)tiois apectruro- of 
ii-hfii'03i;y-3,6-di»ttlf©-.naphthal®ne to dissociatioti of the 
naphtholio hyteeg«fi wa» «a:p®i»iro©iitailf il«t®«ain«<l* Qualita-
tiwlf th« ©hang® in th® mlti?ai?iol#t sp®©ti?aii of thorin as 
the last proton was rerao^ ad was th® saro® as that for th© 
oa»« I'wst daaerihai# Htne®, this fifth hfirogan originated 
froffl the• Bsphtholio semp (St), the third and fo^ irth aeidi© 
hs'ifos«n» ar® ataoeiatad with the arsoni© aeid disaoeiation. 
In a<|ii®0tt» solution, th® two strong sulfonic asid® ©an h® 
eonaidered to to® «orapl«t®ly dissociated. 
fhe two constants,- pKj and plij.# have h®en d®t@n»in@d 
hy adding an asEcess of atandari acid to a thorin solution 
and hack titrating potentioroatricallf with standard alkali 
(8g), The work waa done at an ionic strength of G*l| ther®-
for®!, onlf the corrected ther»od|*namie qimntitiea can b® 
compared as shown in fatol® II when varying ionic strengths.' 
are used, p^  has previously heen eval«a.t®d spectr©photo­
metrically i« thia laboratory 182)» 
It ahomld b® not.ed that# while ehangea in the ultra­
violet apectruffl were very sensitive to the removal of the 
naphtholi© hydrogen,* thia wa# not the caae for the disaocia-
tion of the arsonic acida. 
m 
fatol© 11 
Sp«etr©,pii.otoi»eti'icall3r J^ temlnei l&lum of AeM 
Ulss'oelation fonetanta of fhorin Compared with 
Potentiorafttrleally Deteminei fal«®a 
©raphieal. eorrtetei 
Coiwtant* ©©^ rested . Speotfophofc©* Si»aphioal 
Pot«atioiBet3?i^ ® a«trie® Sp«eterophoto-
metric 
3.15 3.36 
7,71 7.92 
11.55^  11.76 
*p% « ¥alu0 for first srsowi^  aeii hyirogta 
pK| • valw® for a#©0nd arsoni® seid hi|^ rog®a 
pKg » vslm« for naphtholie byiragem. 
e^temiaed hy Harg^ rwa, tt al, (82), 
%ach result is tlie averag® of determioations at thre® 
wavelengtlis • 
PK3 
pKg 
3.7 
8.3 
11.9 
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Stability, fhorin solutions beloisr pH 6 appear to 
be quite stable, an«i the absorbance does not see® to be time 
dependent• In the pH range from 7 to 11, th© absorbance of 
the solutions deereas®® with time as does the pH in non-
buffered solutions. The pi drift may hafe been due to 
absorption of earbon dioxide, to a decomposition of thorin, 
or to a alow equilibrium, The faet that the absorbance also 
decreased in buffered solutions in this pH interval might 
suggest that the true effect here is one of decomposition. 
On the other hand, this argument is weakened by the fact 
that in one of the unbuffered solutions, the abaorbanee at 
the isogbestie point (^ l60 i^ ).did not change significantly 
after standing for 20 days. In the same interval the pH 
changed from an original value of 8,87 to 7.35. The 
absorbance at the raaxinuia (490 mjm. ) cimnged from 1.102 to 
1.0101 at 5%0 mju. th© absorbance increased from 0.215 to 
0.235. Frou figure g it can be seen that a decrease in 
absorbance should accompany a decrease in pH at 5^ 0 * 
which is opposed to the observed effect. The ambiguous 
nature of these results•suggests that it would be at best 
rather speculative to draw any eoncluaions concerning the 
tine effects in this pH interval without a more aysteraatie 
study. 
At higher pH values, 12 to 13# a finely-divided, 
crystalline, whit© suspension developed with time. Its 
27 
identity was not established, bwt it probably was sodium 
earbonat®. It is hard to see how a degradation of the thorin 
eould yield an insolublt solid. This forroatiori precluded 
a further study of time effects at these 'higher basicities. 
The important thing to note in this study is the fact 
that at low pH values, th© range of interest in this work, 
no appreciable time effeets were observed. Studies at pH 
1,0 showed no absorbsnoe change over a two month interval. 
2. Solubl® eomplex. 
(a) pH dependency of solutions eontaining thorin and 
thorium. A thorough study of the pH dependency of the 
absorption spectrum of the complex mm not attempted for 
several reason®. In the firet place, in order to form a 
stable solution, it is necessary to use an excess of reagent. 
As will be shown later,, a precipitate develops very slowly 
in solutions containing excess or equivalent amount© of 
thorium. In-the second place, the study is seriously 
complicated by the hydrolytic behavior of thorium. There-
fore, the results presented in this section are to be 
Interpreted somewhat cautiously, and a much more thorough 
study would be required to define the thorium-thorin system 
at those pH values at which thorium is hydrolyzed. 
A series of solutions was prepared in which th© thorin 
concentration was 1.25 x 10"*5 -tjie sane concentration used 
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In the previous series for the study of th« thorin pH 
dependency*. These solutions mrm also 0.5 x lO"'^  ,M in 
thoriuro perehlorate. In this experiment, it was necessary 
to use sodium perchlorate to control the ionic strength 
of the solution® since chloride ion complexes thorium 
(26,133)» Th© pH was adjusted with perchloric acid and 
sodium hydroxide, fhe use of a buffer in the neutral region 
was precluded because thorium ion reacts with all common 
buffers to form coiaplexes. The molar ratio of thorin to 
thorium in these solutions was 2,5sI. Hence, there is som© 
excess reagent present, which complicates a study of the 
Chang® in absorbance of the complex with changing pH. 
There is no convenient way of separating the absorbance 
changes of the complex from thos© of th© reagent when excess 
reagent is present. If the constitution of the complex were 
known and if it could be assumed that the reaction utilizes 
all of the thorium to form only one complex over the entire 
pH range, one could correct for the absorbanc® du« to the 
uncoraplexed thorin. This could be done by uaing a thorin 
blank of the same concentration as the calculated excess 
thorin in these solutions. Since the variation in the 
absorbance of the reagent with pH has be«n determined, the 
absorbance of the txcess reagent could be subtracted from 
that of the complex in the solution. However, such a proce­
dure is not possible since there is considerable uncertainty 
29 
c©ne«rnii»g th® ia«ntlty of th® solutfele sfeoits.. Uomm%T, 
above pH 3.0 there will eeytainl^  be ooropetltlon between 
hyiro^ lfl ion an€ thorin for the thorlwm. 
fhe solutions were soannei on the ©ary InatruiBent In 
5,000-cm oelli and against a 0*1 1 8oily» perohlorate 
reference solution* fhe curves were taken Imroedlately 
after preparation of the solutions* The pi values were 
read within two hours after solution preparation, fhe 
solutions were scanned Intermittently thereafter to deteiroine 
time effects, whloh will be discussed later. 
k few of these curves are shown in figure 5. Again it 
raust toe emphaslzei that these curves do not merely represent 
the change In the absorption spectra of the complex as the 
pH changes, four liwltations wake the Interpretation of 
these curves rather difficulti (1) the solutions were not 
at e<ittllibri«w, (S), aiore than one soluble thoriura-thorln 
complejc way esilst and contribute to the pi effects observed, 
(3) soiae suspended hydrated thoriua is probably present in 
the solutions of high pH, and (#) the absorbance of an 
unknown anount of uneowplexed reagent, which also changes 
with pH, Is superimposed on that of .the C'Oraplex and any 
suspended waterlal, 
IBesplte these limitations, .it is instructive .to examine 
the curves. In the flrst^ place, it is noteworthy that at the 
lower pH values the absorption spectra of these solutions 
30 
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are different from those of the reagent (Figure 1) in several 
important respects. The atosorbanee maximutta of th® principal 
absorption band of these solutions is at a longer wave-
length than that of th© reagent alone, fhe inflection 
point in th# thorln solutions has been replaced by a very 
definite maximuffi at teS . Perhaps the most important 
feature is the appearance of an inflection point in the 
spectra of the complex at about 535 a phenomenon 
totally absent in.the thorin spectrum. 
It is interesting to note that as the pH of the complex 
solutions is increased, the absorbance in the region of th® 
inflection at 535 ^  drops sharply, which indicates that 
as the pH increases, lesa and less thoriuM reacts to form 
the complex. Moreover, the absorption spectra of these com­
plex solutions at higher pH values are qualitatively identi­
cal with those of the reagent at similar pH, which Indieat^ s 
that no appreciable <|uantlties of thorium ar« associated 
with the reagent at high pH. 
A list of th® absorbance values at various wavelengths 
as a function of pH for the series of solutions ueed in this 
experiment is presented in fable III* The values were 
obtained from the Gary data on these solutions imiiediately 
after the solutions were prepared, fhey art plotted in 
Figure 2 together with the previously discussed data on thorln 
alone, fhls gives a graphical picture of some important 
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fable Jll 
AbiQiHanee ©f Complex l*|tss Thoria 
as 9. Function of pBr 
I 1,05 0,7&3 0*$33 0.8*T 0**75 
a 1.93 .Ti8 .880 *,8iO **80 
3 ii33 *TT0 ,885 *^5 **85 
* .T?0 *885 •8T0 **85 
5 333 4?68 *880 *862 **75 
6 3.2§ .Ti8 .86T *8*3 **27 
7 *.56 .fi8 353 *830 *377 
8 *800 *8t© ,?Ti *293 
9 5M »T8§ *8i0 .76i *303 
10 $M •?85 *T8? *?38 *t62 
11 6.9? »860 .8*1 *782 *205 
12 S.8? •835 ,85t *808 *255 
13 10*05 •Sf? *905 .852 .255 
1% ius$ .S«3 *8li *7*i *235 
15 11.T8 •81* .T*0 .6iO '• ,ai8 
16 12.83 *i53 .622 .595 *3*0 
®la«h solution i» l*t§ x 10*5 n in th©j?iii^  0»§ x 10"^  In 
th'orlua, pi wai a€|ust#d with 1610^  &M ioal® 8ti?«iigtli 
is 0.10» 0«ll length « S«0O©-©«. 
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difference® between the absorption spectra of the thorin and 
of the thorin-thoriura reaetion product• This difference is 
oxilj qualitative beeause of the restrictions outlined above, 
fhe results at low pH# ipecifioally below pH 3.0, are 
of particular value. In this region the solutions are 
fairly stable with time, and eoroplications due to hydrolysis 
of thorium are not likely {60), From Figure 9 it may be 
seen that at 5^ 0 m/i, the absorbance of th© thorin alone 
at low pH values i© slight eoiapared to that of the complex. 
Although considerable differences between the absorbance® 
of the complex-containing solution and the thorin solution 
are exhibited at other wavelength intervals, this is the 
only wavelength range at which the abiorbanc© of the thorin 
is small compared to that of the complex solutions, further­
more, the absolute magnitude of the difference is larger 
in this region than in any other (Figure 9). fhi® condition 
is favorable for studying the nature of the soluble species 
spectrophotometrically since the magnitude of corrective 
terms for the unreacted thorin absorbance would be small. 
fhis is especially important because of the fairly large 
uncertainty in the concentration of the reagent. At each 
wavelength in Pigur© 2 th® absorbance of the complex 
increase© slightly up to about pH 2,5# and then falls off, 
eventually crossing the corresponding curve for the thorin 
absorbance. Finally at a pH of near 11, th# curves become 
3^  
virtually ©oltieident. fhls latter phenomenon s'uggests that 
at this high pH the thorium is eompletely hydrolyzed and 
the absortoanee is due to the liberated reagent plus any 
suspended thorium hydroxide which may have formed. 
As might be expected, the majority of these solutions 
were not stable and underwent eonsiderable change with 
time. Solutions from this series at original pH values of 
1,05, 2.53, %»56, 8*87, and 12.88 were examined for time 
effects• The absorbance changes in these solutions were 
measured as a function of time. At high pH, the formation 
of suspended thoria obscured the study. For some reason 
the data obtained were erratic#and a quantitative report 
of the results is not considered to be of any valu®. How­
ever, Qualitatively, it can be said that as pH is increased, 
the instability of th© complex is increased. At a pH of 
1.05 the change with tiia® was small. In all other solutions 
a very d€ffinite change was noted, fhe absorbance of the 
solutions at original pH values of 2.53 and 4.56 decreased 
with time, and the solutions at pM 8.87 and 12,88 exhibited 
an increase in ab®orbance on standing* 
It seems probable that several factors contribute to 
these changes? (1) the reagent alone decomposes on standing 
at some pH values, as previously described, and (2) the 
thorium may be slowly hydrolyzing to form a suspension which 
would produce absorbance changes, fh© latter circumatance 
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might lead to either an increase or decrease in absorljance, 
fhe inerease could be due to suspended thoria, and a deerease 
eould be sssoeiated with adsorption of colored ions on ,a 
hydrolfzed thoriuia ion or to surrender of the thoriww bo\ind 
with the highly colored complex to hydroxjl ion to fora 
colorleis bodies. 
Becaus® of the many complicating factors mentioned, a 
far more detailed and systematic investigation would be 
necessary to completely depict the effects of varying pH 
on the absorption spectra of solutions of the type Just con­
sidered, However, these results, when combined with those 
on th® reagent, are adequate for the further considerations 
in this study. The most important observation was the 
relative stability of the solution at pH 1,05» 
In ord®r to avoid undesirable time effect© and side 
reactions with hydroxyl ion, it appears neceisary to confine 
the investigation of th® complex to a low pH. l#ater in the 
thesis it will be shown that the optimum pH in the analytical 
work is in the region of pH 1,0. A pH of 1,00 was chosen 
for the work described subsequently in this section. At 
this pi the free thorium is in th© hydrated tetraposifcive 
state, and the fre© thorin is probably the dinegative ion 
which results from the loss of th® tulfonic acid hydrogens. 
(b) Effect of time and formation of precipitate. It 
seemed desirable to observe time effects on a series of 
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solutions in which the molar ratio of reactants varied ower 
a considerable range, fhis was most eonveni@ntly done hj 
preparing a serlea of solMtions according to the scheme 
in jrob»s method of eontlnttows mriatlons (51# 128). Bata 
from these solutions were m&d to get information concerning 
the ratio of ligand to central atom in the complex, aa 
described in the next section, 
fhe constitution of these solutions is presented in 
Table IV, The solutions were prepared by dilution of 
appropriate aliquots of 2.5 x 10*^  M thorin and thorium 
perchlorate solutions to 200 »1. fhe pH was adjusted to 
1.00 i .02 by the addition of perchloric acid. The concen­
tration of acid necessary to aehi«ve this pH is very large 
compared to the concentration of other ions in the solution 
and serves to control the ionic strength, Imnediately after 
each solution was mixed, it wm scanned on the Cary spectro­
photometer against a water blank. The solutions were 
scanned frequently during the next day and then at more 
extended intervals. 
The variation in absorbanee of these solutions with 
time at two different wavelengths is 3hown in Tables V and 
¥1. The data are taken from the scanning curve®. It will 
be noted, especially in the data of Table VI, that th® 
absorbanee increases rather sharply between the first and 
second measurements, a period of 1 to 1.7 hours, tapers off. 
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fatole If 
Soluti©»» t#«<l for the Beterrotoatlou Qt Ratio 
of ffearim tm Thoriw 'bj bote's l«thod® 
S0ltitl©« %3£l# 
QSm 5.685 
j-a lam 5»000 
-^3 l.B7$ ^*375 
t^ SOO 3.?fO 
3*im 3.. 125 
3.7m t*§0O 
^*373 1.875 
-^8 §,Qm 1*250 
§»it§ 0,625 
I-iO 6.150 0*000 
of «a©li »©3.ttt4©a adjust## to l..©0 0•Of.with I01Oj|* 
fable V 
Effect of flTO on the Solutioas irsei for Amlysis by 
J^ ob's Method at 510 » ®ary Bata®^  
Solution 
Mi^ er 
A C«im| %.5 hr. %1 hr* ^ 13 iays 1
 
days 
-^l ©•too o.tis CIO*) 0*t20 0*2t0 O4I50* 0*095* 0.075* 
0**00 0*%30 (10*) 0***0 0***3 OitfS QilBo"" 0,120 
-^3 0*610 0.6*5 Cioi) 0.650 0*655 0*352* 
0*825 0*860 im)  0*870 0*890 o.*oo* 0.335* 0*320* 
3*§ 1*060 1*090 m) 1*095 u%m 0*3*t* 0*370* 0.355 
jf*4 1*250- 1*255 C80) 1*250 l*t*S 0.*T0* 0**30 0^ 75* 
l*t*5 1*155 CTt) 1*M5 l*i70 0*930* • Oi835* 0*8*5* 
Jf-8 i*goo l*ai5 m) 1.235 1*235 1.190 I4I65 litSO 
ir*9 1.195 l*t05 m) 1*220 l*t25 i*tto 1*220 i*a25 
*^.10 1*210 l*t05 m) l*2t5 l*t30 l*t20 i*tto i*n3 
k^lX readings were a«d« ©a the 0ary 8p@etroph®t©»#t«r 2*000-©® ©«3.ls and a 
water sol«tioa* fhe soltttieas are <ies©rib@d in fable 2¥« 
headings ia this ©olta» wmm made iiraediately following tli« preparatioa of the 
solution* 
*A visiblej red-eolored precipitate in these solutioi^  was filter®# off before the 
solutions w<ire seannsd* 
Table fl 
If feet of fl»e m tlie SolMtions tlse4 f®r Auitlysis hj ^ob»s 
Ketfesod at 5^ 0 $ Gmrj Mta® 
Solution 
iUBber 
A C»in) *%.5 hr« %l hr*. ^ 13 d®ys *22 daj^ s 3^2 days 
3-1 Q.im 0.160 |10%| O.lfit 0.162 O.llO* 0*070 0.060* 
J-2 0,298 0.318 Cio^l 0.3S2 o,3i4 o.too* 0.130* 0.090* 
5-3 0.%53 0.%73 (lOl) 0,480 Os^&3 0.25i* « * 
0»602 0,62t f93) 0.635 0,6*0 0.290* 0.235* 0.235* 
«^5 0,753 0.777 mi 0.787 0.785 0.225* 0.255* 0.240* 
J-6 0.857 0.^ (80) 0,873 0.870 0*310* 0.280* 0.205* 
-^7 0,76* 0.780 (72} 0.790 0.790 0*540* 0.465* 0,475* 
Jf*»8 0.570 0.590 (m 0,605 0*605 0.570 0.565 0i605 
i*9 0.380 0.390 m) 0,398 0.400 0.400 0.405 0.405 
J-IO 0.190 0.195 m) 0,207 o.to© 0.200 0.205 0.220 
%ll Fe&dl^ s wep# aade ©n the Qmpy speetropliotoffie-ter using t»OCX5»0a tells and a 
water r#fer@mee solution. Solutions are «ieaeribed in Table Wf* 
%#adii^ » in this eeluTOi were aade iraigdiately following preparation ef tt^  
SQlutl©a, 
4 visible, red-eolored preeipitate in thes® solutions was filtered off before the 
solutions were seani^ ed. 
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and ©ventually reaches a stable ®tate after 4.5 hours have 
elapsed, fhls statie state prevails through a 51 hour 
interval. Between this time and the next readings, a red-
colored precipitate develops in some of the solutions, 
Absorbanee changes in the ©ame solutions were also 
cheeked on the Beclsnan speetrophotometer at several wave­
lengths. fhe Becicman data supplement those presented in 
Tables V and ¥X in the tiro# interval during which precipi­
tation oceured. The Beetoiin laeasurements at 5^ 0 trjul are 
shown in Table fll. They show that precipitation first 
oeeurred., in solution J-5 in which tl^  molar quantities of 
reactants were equal, fhis precipitate was detected 
visually 105 hours after solution preparation. Precipita­
tion was observed in solutions J-2 through J"-6 at th® end 
of six days. After 13 days, precipitates could be seen in 
all solutions up to and including J-7. 
The properties of the precipitate will be discussed in 
a subsequent section of the thesis, fhe color of the 
precipitate leaves little doubt that it is a product of the 
thorium-thorin reaction. 
It i® important to note that in the tiiae interval 
following the s,harp initial increase in absorbanee and 
preceding precipitation, the solutions appear to be in a 
metastabl© equilibrium state for several days. Apparently 
the precipitate is very slow to formji however, once it does 
fable VII 
Iffeet of fine on tto« Absorbstto® of Solutions Pr@pai?@d for 
Analysis b|r j^ ob*3 jiethoi mt 5*0 , Me&kmm Sata^  
Solution 
K^ ber H hr . %.5 hr* %7.5 hr. *105 hr. *1*9 hr. %95 hr 
1-1 0»08l 0.085 0.086 0.1^ 5 0.083 o.oat 
0.15P 0,165 0.165 0.163 0.161^  0.157 
#-3 0.23fi 0.2*1 0.2*1 0.2*0 0.i3l* 0.219 
0.313 0.31f 0.32i 0.319 0.31** 0.265 
S*5 0.391 0,3^  0.397 0.369* 0..2$8 0.217 
Jf-6 0337 0»4*6 0..*35 0.*3* 0.*lt* 0.269 
0*398 0,398 0.397 0.398 O.38S 0.378 
0i300 0*30t 0.302 O430* 0.297 0i299 
0*2^  0.206 o.goo OiSOi 0,t05 0*200 
0.108 oao8 0.10* oaio 0*109 0.106 
%ll solwtions were reaii ©«i the Beetean .sp©etrophot«Mwt©r ttsing l«OO0-eia @«lls aai 
a. Mat€r peferenoe solution* fhe r€f4 semsitiv© phototabe m&s iis®d mn4. the slit 
width was 0,17 -^ b* ®ie soltttions are iesorlbed in fable If, 
*fhis S|ii®>ol d®iiot©s visual perceptioti of the prtoipitate. fbt preeipitste was 
aot isolate^ i from solution. 
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form, tlie atosorbance of the solution falls off fairly 
rapidly. Although the absorbanee never reaches a .©onstant 
value, the rate of decrease ^ oes becoroe guite siaall after 
several weeks. It is signifleant that th# precipitation 
first occurred in th© solution in whieh the total analytical 
concentration of thorin was equal to that-of the thorium, 
A precipitate also separated from all solutions containing 
a molar excess of thoriwia and from two solutions, J-6 and 
J-7# containing a small molar exces* of thorin, When a 
large laolar excess of dyt was in solution, there, was no 
evidence of precipitation,- and, after th® initial increase, 
no significant changes in ahsorbance were noted. 
The reagent itself Is apparently quite stable at thia 
pH, in confirmation of the earlier observations. The slight 
increase observed at 5^ 0 m/o (Table ?) was probably dye to 
contamination. The naxi»iira absorbance valwe changed 
negligibly throughout the period of observation. The 
absorbance of a 3«-125 x 10"^  M thorin solution was measured 
intermittently over a period of 135 days. There Was some 
evidence of slight deterioration at th© end of this period, 
but the solution© appeared to be stable for at least a 
lionth* 
fhe fact that these solutions do achieve- a steady 
state for several days suggeits that it wight be possible 
to utilize roeasureraents taken during this time interval for 
*3 
th® deterwlnatiofi of some of the properties of the soluble 
reaction products. It appears that in this range of con­
centrations at a pH of I.00, th® steady state persists for 
a period extending from four hours to at least 57,5 hours 
after th© solutions are roiaced, Bomemr, in interpreting 
any data taken under these eireumstanees# it is neeessary 
to eonsider the faefc that the solutions do undergo modifi-
eation with tiraef and that th© apparent «quilibrlum is 
definitely a metaBtable state. In the worlc described in 
subsequent sections on th® soluble complex, all measurements 
were made during tite tiiae internal in which the metastable 
state prevails. 
It seemed posiible that by woricing in mor© dilute 
solution, the forwation of a precipitate might bt avoided 
and a continuing steady stat® might be reached« The 
absorbance at 5^ 0 of solutions I/IO as concentrated as 
thos® in the preceding series i® shown in fable ¥111 as; a 
function of time. It can be se®n fro» this table that a 
continuing ©quillbriuiii stat® is not reached in these solu­
tions, Mo visually detectable amount of precipitate was 
formed, but the steady decrease in absorbance suggests 
that it lilght be foraing in such small quantities that it 
cannot be observed visually. 
T&mQ fill 
of'Siae on, the Atosoptoanee of Very Mlate Solmtioas 
of Thorin and mioriw at 5%0 mji ® 
% hr, % hp, %7 hr. %2 days 
©•6g5 5.625 0,035 0,037 0.03% 0.029 
1.8T5 *.375 0.11% oaiS 0.110 0.1C» 
JB-3 3.125 3.125 0.205 0.i06 0.20t 0.19% 
*.3?5 3..S75 0*1S6 0.191 O.lSg 0.173 
®-5 5.6t5 , QM3 0.151 0.159 0.157 0.150 
%ll. absortjane© »easare««iits were «i.de with the speetrophotoweter Mslag 
I0'*000*»®tt eells mmd a water ref®ren©« solmtloa* fhe. slit witfth was 0,.25 
pa of sol^ tioas «as 1*0©. 
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(e) Ratio of ligatid to central atom, 
(1) jFob'i method of continuous variations, J^ob's 
method of continuous ¥ariatlons (51#128} has been so widely 
eraplojreti that a detailed treatment of the theory of this 
procedure for determining the ratio of ligand to metal is 
not necessary in this report. For this work, absorbance 
data frorai the solutions described in fabl© I¥ were used. 
In employing Job*® method spectrophotometrically, it ia 
necessary to correct for the absorbance due to either react-
ant, Thorium perchlorate does not absorb at the wavelength 
used, Thorin absorbs significantly at those wavelengths 
at which the complex absorbsi therefore# corrections were 
Esade in the usual aianntr, Th© absorbance of the dye added 
to each solution was subtracted from th® absoi'bance of the 
coiaplex solution, fhe absorbanee of the reagent at any con­
centration can be obtained by taking th© appropriate fraction 
of the abiorbance of solution number J"*10 since thorin solu­
tions obey Beer's law upon dilution. This corrected 
absorbanee value is commonly denoted as "Y'% the symbol used 
in this report. 
The corrected absorbanee values are listed in Tables 
IX and X. Table IX was prepared from data taken with th© 
Beckman spectrophotometer using l.OOO-cm cells and water as 
a reference solution. With the exception of th® data at 
2%0 mjLL » the raeasureraents were made 57.5 hours after th« 
*6 
fable XX 
eorreetsi khmrhmme f, for ,|oto*s 
Method Flot, Beetoan Oata® 
Solution 
Miffliber® %40 */6 ^^10 %40 
jr.i 
-0.030 -0,01§ o,o$3 0,076 
•1-2 •0.081 -0.033 o.ioa 0,144 
1-3 -0.131 -o.oso 0.147 o.aio 
1-4 -0.1$9 •—O.O65 0,20g 0.i79 
1-5 -0•198 -0.077 0.24S 0.34s 
1-6 -0.245 -0.0S7 0,264 0.373 
1-7 -0.233 -O.08S o*ao3 0.324 
1-8 -0.190 *0.060 0,121 0.tl9 
1-9 -0.095 -0.034 0,061 0.106 
1-10 0.000 O.O'OO 0 #000 0.000 
'®fhe readli^s at 240 mjx. were maie T1 hour# after the solu-
tloits were i>r«f&r®^i all other readings wtre made after 
§7.3 hours. i#« Table VII for aeasureaeat eonditions. the 
slit widths if#r«s 0,600 »«t at 240 uul #,©»25g am at 475 
0*t00 TO at  §10 mjjb ,  and 0»170 Wi at  §40 m/^« 
^Solutions are des.©rili«d in fabl® IV. 
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fafel# X 
MMBmhmmm t, for 3oh*B 
Method f lo t f .  Cmrf  ©afca^  
ioi.wtioi|, 
Mwober®^  %20 ai^ %20 mju %30 m/M 
-§.019 0.055 0.063 
3-2 -0»038 o.uo o.m 
^"3 -O.Of* 0,169 0,190 
ir.4 -0.070 o.at% o,a5t 
J-5 -0»08% 0.27B 0.310 
1-6 -0.095 oaBk 0*33* 
3"! -0«O8O o.t%i 0»2a3 
^-a -©•0$3 oa6o 0.192 
J-9 -o»ot% O.OT3 0*090 
J-IO 0.000 0,000 0.000 
k^hm&rhmm sitr® taicen g% lionrs after the 
w©rt •preparti# 
S^oi*iti©m» are <S«»®rifeei in Tatele tf* 
m 
solutions were prepared. The ultraviolet data were taken 
71 hours after the lolutions were alxed, prior to the forma­
tion of any detectable precipitate» The data in fable X 
were obtained from absorbanee meaiurements taken from the 
spectra of these solutions. Figure 6. These curves were 
made 23 hours after the solution# were prepared, fhe Cary 
measurements, which were made in 2,000-ci» cells, .have been 
halved in order that they may be compared with the Beeiman 
raeasureraents of fabl® IX, which were made in 1,000-cm cells. 
In those instance® in which th® thorin has a greater molar 
absorptivity than does tli^  complesc, the 1 values are nega­
tive. 
These data are plotted in Figure 7. It can be seen 
that,, with the exception of th® 240 mji plot* the peaks in 
the f values appear to cluster ardund the .position w.hich 
represents a thorin to thoriura ratio of 1,5. This would 
suggest that in the soluble complex two thorium atoms are 
associated with three thorin nolecules. However, the results 
are not conclusive, fhe exception in the 2^ 0 m/c plot 
suggests that possibly more than one complex exists, A shift 
in the peak position of f with wavelength Indicates such a 
situation. However, the fairly close agreement on the 3:2 
ratio at all other wavelengths certainly presents a strong 
argument in favor of the existence of such a complex, fhe 
argument that perhaps only one complex forms is strengthened 
t9 
1.60 
1.40 
1.20 
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2 060 
040 
0.20 
350 400 450 
WAVELENGTH, m>i 
550 600 
FIG. 6 ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF JOB'S SOLUTIONS OF COMPLEX. 
SCANNED IN 20 CM. CELLS VS. WATER. 
NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO SOLUTIONS DESCRIBED IN TABLE 12 
23 HOURS AFTER PREPARATION. 
fO 
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-0.10 
-020 
-Q3Q 
'50 0.2 
RATIO CTHORIN/CTHORIN ^C-THORIUM 
04 0.6 0.8 
FIG.7 DETERMINATION OF RATIO OF 
LIGAND TO CENTRAL ATOM BY 
JOB'S METHOD. 
CURVE I: AT E40m/i. CURVE 5: AT 520m/t. 
CURVE 2 AT 420mft. CURVE 6:AT 530m^. 
CURVE 3:AT 475m/t. CURVE7:AT 540m^. 
CURVE4:AT5IOm/t. 
DATA FOR CURVES 2,5,AND6 ARE 
FROM CARY CURVES OF RG.S. 
DATA FOR CURVES 1,3,4, AND7ARE 
FROM BECKMAN MEASUREMENTS. 
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hf the fact that considerable inaccuracy may be associated 
with the 240 m/m readings* fhos# reading® Mere made after 
71 hows had elapsed, and precipitation may have started 
even though it was not noted. Also# both the reagent and 
the ©omplesc 'have very high laolar absorptivities at 240 mju , 
and it wa§ difficult to get precise readings at the high 
absorbanee values obtained. 
In summary, it can b# stated that these data indicate 
that the molar ratio of thorin to thoriua in the soluble 
complex is 3t2, However, th®r© is definite evidence for 
presuaing that more than one complex exists, and it is 
entirely possible that in such a case, none of the complexes 
would correspond to the one 4u@t described. 
(2) Molar ratio method. In this method of study­
ing a complex ion, the concentration of one of the reactants 
is held constant in a serlts of solutions while that of the 
other constituent is varied over a wide rang® (43). If the 
absorbances of these solutions are plotted against the con­
centration of the varying species, a break might be observed 
at that point representing the molar ratio of thorin to 
thorium in the complex. If more than one complex i® present, 
or if the complex is weak, no such break is likely to occur# 
Instead, a smooth curve is usually observed. 
In thl3 investigation two seriei of solutions were 
prepared. In on« series, the concentration of thorium was 
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kept constant'at x 10"^  M while that of the thorin 
wae ¥arie<l from O312 x lO"'^  to 12.50 x 10"^  M# In the 
other series the concentration of thorin was held at 
1,25 X 10*^  M while that of the metal was varied from 
0,312 X 10""^  to 12.50 X 10"^  M, The ahsortoanees of these 
solutions were measured on th# Bectoaan speetrophotometer 
against a water' blank at 5^ 0 « fwo-ciu ©ells mre used 
for the measurement! on the solutions of varying dye con­
centration and 5.000-era eells mve enployed in the other 
series, fhe readings were made ten hours after the solutions 
i«ere prepared exoept in the few eases noted in fable XII. 
fhe absorbanee meaiurements and the eoapositions of the 
solutions are tabulated in Tables II and XII. 
It should be pointed out that the lower numbered solu­
tions in these tables are slightly less eonoentrated than 
those described in Tables I? to VII, Therefore, the results 
of the stability studies are not strictly applieabl# to 
these solutions* Sine® the time variation in these solu­
tions ms not eheoked, it is not possible to say definitely 
that th© more dilute solutions had attained the metastable 
equilibrium state at the time of the measurements. This 
does not alter the c|ualitative oonolusions presented below, 
but it might contribute some error to any quantitative 
interpretations» 
fhe data in Tables XI and Ml are plotted in Figure 8. 
It is rtadily seen from the curves that the break is a smooth 
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fable M 
AMorMnm ©f Soliiti©n® Used fm the lolar mtio 
mthm wUh WMryittg fh&rlm^ 
Soliitioa %40 m/o^ 
1 0,000 0.121 
2 0*312 0.338 
3 0»it§ o.§it 
% 0.93? 0*65t 
5 1.250 0.71* 
6 ^ isn 0*765 
T i.5O0 0*792 
8 3. Its 0,817 
9 3*750 0.828 
10 5.000 0.838 
11 6.2iO 0.850 
IB fSOO 0.850 
n 10.000 0.850 
14 12.500 0.858 
aolmtMn was 1,23 x I©*® U in thorin^  and tm pH was 
a€4u0t«i t© 1,00 t Hei%, 
A^tosofbane# a®asurem«nt» were raad# on the Me&km&n spectro­
photometer in 5.000-eTO ®«ll» 10 hours after solution pre­
paration with a reference solution of W%Qk$ pH I#00. The 
r«d-s©iisiti¥«' phototube was «»«€ an<S th« slit width was 
0.200 «a. 
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falsi# XII 
ttotorteauee ©f S©l«ti©Ri f8®4 f#i* the iolar .Rati^  
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aAJmsted t© 1..00 i •©».Qt with HC10|, 
^khBorhmnm mmmvtrementB mm made on the 8p«etr©-
photometer in 2.000-cm ©«ll8 with a r«f«jfeB®e ©f 
HClO&j, pi 1.00, The pe4*»«sitiv« ph©t@tiito« w. ti»#d ami 
the slit width was 0.200 mi* 
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Th®»« readings were wad® B hour® af t®r solutions mm prt-
f»®d. 411 other rtaSii^ a mem sad® 10 hotirs after solw-
tiott preparation. 
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FIG.8 - MOLAR RATIO CURVES FOR COMPLEX AT 540 DATA FROM TABLES XI-XII 
CURVE I: VARYING THORINi Cth»0.625x 10''M. SCANNED IN 2-cm. CELLS. 
CURVE 2: VARYING THORIUM-, CR » 1.25x10"® M, SCANNED IN 5-cm. CELLS. 
BLANK : WATER AT pH 1.00 WITH HCIO4 
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one. fhe faet that the break is not sharp inKJieates that 
It Is iMpossible to use this approach to obtain reliable 
values of the constitution of the couplex, Harvey and 
Manning (43) have shown that extrapolations of the straight 
portions of such curves to an intersection point do not 
give reliable results. They recomraend that in sueh eases, 
it 'is advisable to Increase the ionic strength of the solU'* 
tions. This modification was not tried and might very well 
be a good extension to th© investigation. However, such 
an increase in ionic strength might affect the stability of 
the soluble coroplex.with respect to formation of a precipi­
tate. 
These curves do present very substantial evidence 
either that, there are two or more complexes involved in 
these solutions or that if only one complex is present, it 
is rather weak. Data from curves of this type are of value 
in estimating dissociation constants for tte compleaces, 
.(3) Potentiometric and conductometric methods. 
The low pH conditions of the experiments were such as to 
exclude the use of potentioiaetric and conductometric methods 
to determine the ratio of ligand to central atpm. 
(4) Titration to solution of precipitate. It was 
found that when a thorin solution, about 10'^  M and at a pH 
of 1.0, is added to a thorium solution of the same'order' of 
concentration at the same pH, the following events occur. 
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With the first addition of thorin, a bright x»ea preoipitate 
form© inraediatelj, fhis precipitate reaains Buspended in 
solution with further addition of thorin until a point is 
reached at which it dissolves. This ehain of events is 
not surprising since it has been shown in previous work 
that a precipitate develops even in quite dilute solutions 
unless a TOderately large iiolar excess of thorin is present. 
At this higher concentration, the rate of formation of the 
precipitate is »uch faster. It seemed that some stoichio­
metric interpretation of these observations might be 
possible. 
The stoichiometrf was investigated in the following 
manner. Two lO-ml aliquots of a 1.864 x 10*^  M thoriuai solu­
tion at a pH of 1,00 were measured into Irlenmeyer flaaks 
which were placed over a magnetic stirrer. The first aliquot 
was titrated irith a 1*002 x 10""^  M thorin solution, pH 0.88, 
•»2 
and the second aliquot was titrated with a 1.014 x 10 ' M 
thorin solution, pH 1.00. The thorin was added quite slowly 
with continuous stirring until th« precipitate that waa 
initially formed went into solution. The solution of the 
precipitate was observed visually and i(?as found to occur 
fairly sharply. In the first titration, the precipitate 
dissolved at that point at which the molar ratio of thorin 
to thorium in the solution was equal to 1.58. In the second 
titration, solution occurred when th© ratio of thorin to 
5,8 
thorium Mts 1,60, Each solution was then back-titrated with 
the standard thoriwm solution -until turbidity appeared,. 
This point wa® not as easily seen as in the reverse case and. 
did not appear to occur as sharply. In the first solution, 
the turbidity reappearesl after th# ad<J.itlon of sufficient 
thoriuii to m.ke the aolar ratio of t,horin to fchoriua 1,44, 
In the second solution,^  solution oeeurred at a thorln to 
thorium ratio of 1,41, 
These results ar® indicative of a slow reaction around 
the equlvmlence point. If the system were reversible, only 
a few drops of standard, thorium solution should to© required 
to effect the repreclpitation. It Is likely that a sraall 
excess of thorin over that necessary to form the soluble 
compless is required in order to stabilize the soluble com­
plex, and that once thli co»iple,x is formed, it is slow to 
react with thorium to re-forai the precipitate. 
If the results of the forward- and back-titrations are 
averaged, it is found that in this pH range 1,5 moles of 
reagent combine with one »ole of thorium to produce a 
soluble complex. This is in very good agreement with the 
previous results obtained by Job*s method, 
(d) Ionic charge on coniplcx. It was felt that some 
information concerning the nature of the aetastable solutions 
might be obtained from a study of the sign of the charge on 
the colored species. If more than one complex is formed, 
the complex of lowest thorln to thorium ratio would be 
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favored iw excess thoriura and that of highest ligand to 
metal ratio would be preferred in excess reagent. Further­
more, it would not "be unreasonable to suppose that the sign 
of the electrical charge on two such complexes night be 
opposite or that one species might be neutral, whereas the 
other might be charged* Conseqwently, if a reversal of 
charge accompanies a change froii an excess of one reagent 
to an excess of the other, it wo«ld be very strong evidence 
that aore than one complex is participating, in the equilib­
rium. 
Two approaches to this problem were uied. In th© first 
a migration experiment was employed, and in the second an 
ion exchange technique wa® used, 
(1) Migration experiments. In these experiments 
various mixtures of thorium and thorin were prepared, and 
the pH of the solutions was adjusted with perchloric acid. 
An inert s.alt, iodium chloride, potassium chloride, or 
sodium perchlorate, was added to each solution to increase 
the density. The complex solution was placed in the bottom 
of a B-tube. k pH 1.0 perchloric acid solution was placed 
on top in such a manner that well defined interfaces were 
formed between the colored complex solution and the clear 
perchloric acid solution. The latter solution was connected 
by weans of agar-potastium chloride bridges to dilute 
sulfuric acid solutions which contained two platinum 
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electrodes. These were ©onnected to a battery and a 
current of 2 to 5 fim was passed through the system, fhe 
migration at the interface was obserired for several days. 
These experiments, when carried out on the reagent 
alone, showed that it is negatively charged. The study in 
the pretence of an excess of reagent was considerably 
complicated by the fiact that the surplus of the colored 
reagent moves toward the positive pole and tends to obscure 
the observation of the movement of complex species in that 
direction. However, in thia situation a net migration 
always occurred toward the positive pole. When carefully 
extracted portions of the nigrated solution were scanned 
on the Gary speetrophotoiaeter, the curve was characteristic 
of that for the complex plus excess reagent. In addition, 
the migrated solution near th@ boundary was the character­
istic pink color of the conplex. These results indicate 
that in solutions containing an excess of reagent, the 
soluble complex formed is negatively charged. 
The results on those solutions which contained an 
excess of thorium were nob too definite. In one of these 
exptrlments, the preceding setup was laodified to Include an 
agar-potassium chloride gel in the bottom of the ¥-tube. 
Migration of color into the gel was observed. With excess 
thorium, a precipitate fomed on the gel-solution Interface 
nearest the negative electrode, which might indicate that 
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the complex was laoviEg awaj from the negative pole and was 
riegativelj charged, from the migration experiments, it is 
concluded that probably a negatively charged complex 
predominates in solutions containing an excess of either 
reactant 
(2) Ion exchange experiiaenta. In this work the 
sodiuia salt of Nalcite H0H was used as the cation exchange 
resin, and the perchlorate salt of Amberlite IRA 410 was 
uaed as the anion exchanger. Solutions were prepared by 
mixing various proportions of thorin and thorium. The 
absorption spectra of these solutions were measured on the 
Cary spectrophotometer, fhen weighed quantities of the 
appropriate realn iirere added, and the mixtures were shaken 
on a Burrell Mrist-Actlon Shaker. A portion of the solu­
tion phase of ©ach mixture was withdrawn periodically, and 
its•spectrum was exaained. 
When 100 ml volumes of solutions containing a ten-fold 
molar excess of thorium, « 12.5 x 10"^  and Mg » 1.25 x 
10**^ , mere shaken with 1, 5# and 10 graw portions of the 
anion exchanger, a precipitate developed. Presumably the 
shaking accelerated the precipitation reaction, which is 
normally very slow at this concentration. The same 
phenomenon occurred on shaking a similar solution contain­
ing no resin for a comparable length of time. The precipita­
tion excluded the possibility of quantitatively following 
the change in the solution spectrophotoroetrically. However, 
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the absoFbance Mas decreased to a greater extent by an 
increasing amount of - resin, which suggests that possibly 
some exchange did occur. 
Similar solutions wer® shaken with the same quantities 
of cation exchanger for 18 hours and were scanned on the 
Cary spectrophotometer. The resulting spectrum was quanti­
tatively siailar to that of the same amount of free thorin 
in the solution which contained. I g of the resin. It was 
concluded that the cation exchanger had removed all of the 
free and cowplexed thorium in the solution. In solutions 
that were shaken with 5 g and 10 g quantities of exchanger, 
the absorbance of the solutions dropped slightly from that 
which could be attributed to the amount of thorin used to 
prepare the solution. However, qualitatively the spectra 
were identical with that for the reagent, and it was assumed 
that the difference was due to adsorption rather than 
exchange effects, 
A number of similar experiments were run to determine 
the charge on the complex which exists in the presence of 
an excess of reagent. Only two of these experiments will 
be described. In the first, 50 ml of a solution which was 
1.25 X 10"^  M in thorium and 7.5 x 10*5 ^  ±xi thorin was 
shaken with 5 g of the anion exchanger for 18,5 hours. The 
excess reagent exchanges, and the complex should exchange 
also if it is negatively charged. The absorbance decreased 
greatly on shaking, but the spectrum remained unchanged 
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qualitatively, fhe resin wm filtered off, and the filtrate 
was analyzed speotrophotometrieally for thorium after the 
d@®truetion of the organic residue» The oonoentration of 
thorium in solution had decreased,, whieh indicates that 
some of the complex did exchange with the anion exchanger* 
In the second experiment, two types of solutions were 
used. One contained only thorln, 12,80 x 10*"5 15^  and the 
other contained the same concentration of thorin and in 
addition ifas S,33 x 10"^  M in thorium. Fifty-ml aliquots 
of each solution were agitated with 5-g portions of either 
the cation or the anion exchanger for several hours. With 
the cation resin, all of the thorium exchanged, and the 
spectrum of the solution was identical with that of the 
free reagent. The reagent did not exchange. With the anion 
exchanger, both the reagent and the complex solution 
appeared to exchange. Th® absorbance decreased in both the 
solutions, but the absorption curves were qualitatively 
undisturbed by the exchange. 
From the migration and ion exchange experiments, it 
seems likely that the complex formed in an excess of thorin 
is negatively charged. Although the results are- not con­
clusive, they indicate that the complex predominating in an 
excess of thorium is similarly charged. If these indica­
tion® are correct, and if several complexes are contributing 
to the equilibrium, they ar® all negatively charged. 
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However J, the author does not feel that very much dependence 
should be placed on these results* 
{«) Dissociation constants for complexes. Calcula­
tions of the dissociation constants of assumed complexes 
were not particularly conclusive. The absorbance data 
from the molar ratio plot of Figure 8 wer© used in all 
calculations. Mention of curve 1 and curve 2 in the 
following discussion refers to this figure. 
It can be seen from curve 2, in which the thorium con­
centration is varied, that the plot levels off to a constant 
absorbance value at the higher thorium concentrations. This 
part of the curve can be used to obtain a first approxiiaa* 
tion to the molar absorptivity of the assumed lowest com­
plex. Data from the part of curve 2 immediately preceding 
the horizontal portion can be used to calculate a dissocia­
tion constant for the complex, since the lower complex 
should predominate in an excess of thorium. Adjustments in 
the estimated value of the molar absorptivity are made 
until precise values of the dissociation constant are 
obtained. For an assumed Isl complex, an instability 
6 
constant of 1.0.• 0.1 x 10 was calculated for an interval 
of the curve in which the ratio of the total analytical 
concentrations of thorium, to thorin were 1.5s1 to 4:1. It 
was not necessary to adjust the value of the calculated 
molar absorptivity of the complex, 13,600 liter/mole-era, to 
improve the precision in this particular case. 
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In e«FVe 1, In whlcli the thorin ooneentration is varied, 
it Mai. assiaroed that the 'data over the linear portion of the 
cwrve were fro» solutions in which all of available 
thorium had reacted to fora the complex having the highest 
possible ratio of ligand to central atosi. k value for this 
ratio was assumed and permitted a calculation of the 
sbsorbance due to the excess reagent, fhis absorbance was 
subtracted frosa the observed absorbance to give the absorbance 
due to the complex, ProBi this value and the concentration 
of the complex, the molar absorptivity of the assumed complex 
can be calculated. As in the preceding case, the solutions 
represented in the portion of the curve Just preceding the 
linear part of the plot were presumed to be those in which 
the highest complex predominated. 
It was assumed that the highest complex was one in 
which the molar ratio of ligand to central atom was 2s1. 
The instability constant was calculated to be 2,0 • 0.3 x 
-12 10 from data on solutions in which the ratio of the 
total analytical concentrations of thorin to thorium varied 
from 2.%!l to 4:1. The calculated wolar absorptivity was 
20,500 liter/fflole-cra, and the value which gave a minimum 
deviation in the dissociation constants was 20,700 liter/ 
mole-cm* 
Next it wai decided to make calculations on the 
assumption that the predominating•soluble complex in all of 
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the solutions was one in whieh the molar ratio of ligand to 
•central atom was 3s2. The molar absorptivity was estimated 
from the flat portion of curve 2 to he 40,800 liter/mole-cm. 
The constant was calculated for the dissociation into two 
thorium ani three thorin iona. An adjusted value of the 
molar absorptivity equal to %3#000 liter/»ole-cm gave a 
•*"00 
value for th© dissociation constant of 2.7 • O.l x 10 
Although the precision is excellent, there is some reason 
for believing that it m&f be fortuitous, 
fhe data from the horizontal portion of curve 2 should 
give a calculated molar absorptivity having an accwacy of 
the same relative magnitude as that for the reagent con* 
centration. The uncertainty in the latter is no greater 
than two to three per cent. It was necessary to change 
the calculated value of the nolar absorptivity by more than 
five per cent to obtain precise values of the constants No 
change in the calculated molar absorptivity was required 
when a. 1:1 complex was assuiaed to predominate as the lowest 
complex• ffext the data of curve I were used to calculate 
a dissociation constant for a 3s2 cowplesc. Again a molar 
absorptivity of ^ 3,000 11tar/nole-cm was used, and the 
calculated value of the dissociation constant »as 1.9 > 
—22 1.4 3?; 10 , which is in good agreement with the previous 
result* The precision of the constant is quite poor. If 
a value of 39<500 llter/aole-cw was used for the molar 
absorptivity, the calculated diasoclation constant from the 
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data of curm 1 Mas 3*9 + 0.6 x Here the precision 
is improved, but the agreeraent with the previous data is 
very poor, fhese results see® very ineonelusive to the 
author. 
Thus far it has been shown that if a complex having a 
molar ratio of thorin to thorium of lil is the major complex 
formed in an exces® of thorium, its dissociation constant 
~6 
can be estimated as. l.O • 0.1 x 10" . If a 2:1 complex 
predominates in an excess of reagent, its Instability con-
-19 
stant is 2.0 • 0,3 X 10 If a 3s2 complex is the pre~ 
dominant species at all ratios of petal to reagent concentra­
tions, the dissociation constant i® approximately 2 x 10*"^ ,^ 
The existence of "a single complex, is very iroprobable, how­
ever, since the calculated molar absorptivity of any 
assuraied complex is different in an excess of one reactant 
than it is in an excess of the other reactant, as described 
in the "Discussion" section. 
Prom these results it would appear t.hat reasonably 
precise dissociation constants can be calculated for an 
assumption of several different equilibria, Suffic.tent 
evidence has not been obtained to periiit definite conclusions 
as to which of the assunptions are correct, fhe indica­
tions are that all three of the postulated complexes are 
formed. Other complexes not considered above might also 
be present. 
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Calculations of absorbance values of the various solu­
tions in the molar ratio series in which both complexes might 
toe present were laade from the estimated instabilit^ r constants 
for a 2il and, lil completes, fhese did not correspond to 
the observed values, even on further adjusstraent of the con­
stants^  and the iisplication was that the system could not 
be described using Just thes® two complexes. Attempts to 
do the same thing for additioml coroplexe# were not made. 
Such computations are very time consuming, and it was felt 
that more precise data should be obtained before extending 
the calculations. Some ideas on this subject are presented 
in the "Suggestions for Future Work" section. 
It is of particular Interest to be able to establish 
a maximum value for the dissociation constant that is 
predominant for those solutions used in the analytical work. 
Since this is done in an excess of reagent., a higher complex 
is assumed to prevail. It is shown in the second part of 
thi® thesis that a solution containing 0.00%^  thorin conforms 
to Beer»s law in its reaction with 20 to 100 micrograms of 
thoriuER per 50 ml. At the lower thorium concentration, a 
gross dissociation of the complex would certainly lead to 
a departure from Beer's law. If it is assumed that the 
postulated complex at this concentration can be at most ten 
per cent dissociated and still conform to Beer's law, a 
maximum value for the instability constant can be estimated. 
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For a complex in which the molar ratio of thorin to thoriuw 
is 3!2, the ooiistant would have to be less than 10"^  ^to 
satisfy this requirement. For a 2sl complex, a ¥alue less 
than about 5 x is necessary. 
3, Solid compound 
(a.) Preparation* All preparations were carried out 
in solutions at a pH of 1.0, Nuiierou® attempts to prepare 
fairlj pure samples of the precipitate by slow addition of 
either reagent to the other in warm solution followed by 
digestion mre not particularly successful, - This appeared 
to be due to a great tendency of the reagent to coprecipi-
tat#. This probleiB was eirentually resolved by rapidly 
mixing approximately equimolar amounts of fairly concentrated 
iQ 
solutions, about 10** M, of the reactants in the cold to 
give an extrenely finely-divided precipitate. Such small 
particle sizes greatly increase the effectiveness of the 
extended digestion period of four to eight days which 
followed, fhe precipitate was separated from the solution 
phase with the centrifuge and was washed several times with 
a pH 1,0 hydrochloric acid solution containing a trace of 
thoriOT. This procedure had the distinct advantage of being 
easily adapted to preparation of large samples. By using 
this technique,^ it was possible to prepare successive batches 
of product which gave check analyses for thorium. 
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Some precipitations wert effected from a perchlorate 
ewironraeist# but all washings were made with ehloride 
solutions. Most of the analytical work was done on product 
precipitated from hydrochloric acid.. The Dumas nitrogen 
analysis was carried out on one of th® purer precipitates 
which had been prepared by a slow addition method before 
the technique Just described had been developed. 
C^ ) Properties. The solid separates from the solution 
as a rather brilliant-red compound s^ hlch turns to a very 
dark red on loss of water• When the first few samples of 
the solid were isolated* attempts were made to dry them to 
constant weight in a vacuum desiccator. However, the 
precipitates continuously lost weight, and even after 35 
days, ©Quilibrium had not been attained in one sample. The 
vacuum-dried product possessed a black luster. Although 
the particles may not have been truly crystalline, they were 
n#«dle-shaped, When these black needlea are pulverized to 
smaller particles in a mortar, the precipitate takes on the 
very dark red hue described above. These particles do not 
gain weight on the balance and presumably are not hygrosoplc. 
It should be noted that these experiments were run on some 
of the less pure precipitates prepared by the slow addition, 
and they did contain some copreeipitated thorin. It may be 
that the purer precipitates might; dry to constant neight in 
a vacuuii# but it is doubtful. 
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When these vaciiuai-driecl, samples mre placed in a drying 
oTen at 105®C# they lost conaiderable weight* The analytical 
results described in the next section and the known stability 
of thorin at this temperature indicate that the weight loss 
was not due to decomposition, but instead probably to loss 
of water. The o¥en«dried sanples retained th@ deep-red hwe 
of the ¥acuuii»dried SMples and rapidly gained weight on 
©xposiire to the atmosphere. The latter observation is true 
of both the pur® precipitates prepared as described previous­
ly and of those which are known to contain coprecipitated 
thorin. All of th© analytical work was done with samples 
dried at this teiiperature» When water is added to these 
dark-hued particles, they immediately assume the bright red 
color characteristic of the freshly-formed precipitate. 
Qualitative solubility studies showed that the ov©n~ 
dried precipitate is insoluble in carbon tetrachloride, 
diethyl ether, acetone, butylamine, pyridine, methanol, 
ethanol, and glycerol. It is slightly soluble in water and 
is insoluble in dilute acids. It diesolv©© readily in both 
airaaonium hydroxide and sodiiim hydroxide solutions to give 
a dark red solution. 
This latter phenoiaenon suggests that the precipitate 
retains one or roore of the acidic hydrogens of the thorin 
molecule. Several atterapts to titrate a suspension-of the 
precipitate potentioraetrically with standard base were made. 
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It seeraea likelsr that if a break coyld be' obtained and 
assG'Ciated with the loltition of the suspension, the 
stoiGhiometry of the reaction with base might be ascertained. 
In one of these ©xperiroents .03832 g of precipitate was 
suspended in 50 ml water. However, it was found that the 
reaction was too slow to be followed potentionetrically.. 
Even heating to 72®C did not improve the kinetics 
sufficiently to use such a technique. After adding 
approximately 2.5 mole® of sodium hydroxide per mole of 
suspended precipitate, it dissolved. 
It seemed that it might be possible to back-titrate 
the solution thus formed and make a potentiometric plot. 
However, stable pH readings were not obtained. Some slow 
hydrolytic equilibria with thorium may have been the source 
of trouble. It was assumed that actually only one raol© 
of sodium hydroxide per mole of precipitate was consumed in 
the salt formation,. An amount of standard hydrochloric acid 
slightly greater than needed to neutralize the excess base 
wa® added, fhe solution was stirred for five hours at 
room temperature. • No precipitate had formed at the end 
of this time, fhe pH reading was 4,75. fhe pH was then 
reduced to 2.25 and still no precipitation occurred. How­
ever, when the pH was adjusted to I.00, the precipitate 
separated from solution almost iramediately. This would seem 
to indicate that although the oven-dried product is quite 
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insoluble in everything but modermtely strong bases, its 
solution is not easily repreeipitated except at ¥ery low 
pH values. This is beli@ve<i to be at least partially a 
kinetio effect* 
Apparently the oven-dried precipitate is quite resis­
tant to chemical reactions* Whereas the freshly precipitated 
product readily goes into solution on addition of further 
reagent, a water suspension of the oven-dried solid is 
impervious to reagent attack even when heated or cooled* 
The fact that the precipitate is not readily reprecipi-
tated from its solution even at quite low pH values was used 
in a semiquantitative study of the absorbance of a solution 
of the precipitate as a function of pH* A ®mall amount of 
oven-dried precipitate was dissolved in sodium hydroxide 
and was scanned on the Gary spectrophotometer in 2»000-cni 
cells against a water reference solution, fhe actual con­
centration of the material in solution wss unknown, but it 
was sufficiently low that it was possible to acidify the 
solution to pH 0.85 without initiating immediate precipita­
tion, The resulting solution was scanned on the Cary, the 
contents of the cell were returned to the original solution, 
and the pH was raised by the addition of a concentrated 
sodium hydroxide solution. Another absorption curve was 
roade, and the process was repeated for several more pH 
values, fhe addition of the base diluted the solution to 
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a very minor extent, and thes© experiraents are therefore 
seml€|uantitati¥e. Just as in the preceding pH studies, it 
was found that the maximum cowplez formation occurred at 
the lowest pH value, 0,85. As the pH was inoreasedj the 
absorbsnce at the maximum characteristic of the complex, 
509 ra/t , dropped off sharply, and the curves acquired to 
a greater extent the eharact®ri»ties of the reagent. At 
pH 10.8 there was evidene© of some suspended h;^ drated 
thoria, and tl^  curve was virtually identical with that for 
the reagent* 1?hia change is completely analogous to the 
changes noted in the solutions of Table III, which contained 
an excess of thorin, 
fhe precipitate is also readily soluble in concentrated 
sulfuric acid. Its absorption' spectruw in this•environment 
appears to be identical with that of the reagent alone in 
the same medium. It is interesting that the peak in the 
principal absorption band of the complex at a pH of 1,00 
is virtually identical with that for the thorin in con­
centrated sulfuric acid. Other portions of these two 
curves differ greatly, however. The precipitate also 
dissolves in 720 perchloric acid, but the absorption spectrum 
of the dissolved complex in this nediuii is quite different 
frcM that of the thorin alone. In perchloric acid the 
waximuni for the coiaplex occurs at 500 m/x. instead of the 
usual position of 509 , The peak for the reagent iB 
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shifttd from *75 mu at pH l.O' to 518 m/i in 72^ perchloric 
acid, 
(c) Analyais, 
SEMSSMIS.* seeraea possible that the 
precipitation might be the result of salt formation with a 
suppose'dly inert anion in the solution. This might be 
either hydroxyl or chloride ion in those instances in which 
the precipitate was prepared in chloride solution* The 
fact that the foraation of the precipitate is promoted by 
decreasing pH would see» to discredit the possibility that 
hydroxyl ion .might be involved, A qwalitatlTe test for 
chloride wm rm on a saiaple of one of the precipitates. 
The usual sodium fusion technique was employed to decompose 
the sample* The lolution was acidified with nitric acid 
and boiled to txpel the hydrogen cyanide and hydrogen 
sulfide. The addition of silver nitrate did give a slight 
turbidity, but this precipitate darkened at a lauch slower 
rate than the normal silver chloride precipitate. This 
Indicated that most of the turbidity was due to reaction 
with residual cyanide ion. It was concluded that the forma-
tion of the precipitate did not involve a diverse anion in 
the solution. 
Thorium. Two different methods for analyzing 
the precipitate for thorium were used. In the one roost often 
used, the oven»dried product was weighed out, the' organic 
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matter was destroyed by treatment with nitric and perchloric 
acids, the resiaue wai dissolwd, and the thorium was 
determined spectrophotom#trically with thorin. This method 
sa¥e fair accuracy^ ' but the precision was not too good. 
Its chief advantages are its convenience, rapidity, and 
adaptability for small sasiples. Consequently, this was the 
only procedure used until a precipitate of good purity was 
obtained* Once the technique for preparing a fairly pur© 
precipitate was perfected, the final thorium deteraiinationa 
were carried out by the folloMlng procedure. As before, 
th® organic material In the weighed samples was destroyed 
by fuming with a mixturi! of nitric and perchloric acids* 
Th© thorim was then precipitated from the dissolved residue 
as the oxalate and ignited to the oxide, fhe results 
obtained on triplicate analysis of the final products 
prepared were 32,82 • 0.02;^  thoria. 
'^ 3) Nitrogen, fhe percentage of nitrogen was 
determined by the «icro-DMas method. The combustion tube 
wa® packed according to the procedure described by Johns (52). 
Standard acetanillde samples froa the National Bureau of 
Standards were analyzed on the Dumas apparatus until accurate 
results were obtained consistently. Standard samples were 
analyzed between analyses of the unknown compound to maintain 
a check on the accuracy of the apparatus. There was one 
important source of error. In weighing on the micro-balance. 
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sufficient time was expended for the hygroseopie oven-dried 
product to gain some moisture* fMs should lead to results 
which would be lower than the theoretical value» It should 
be noted that these sawples did contain a siaall amount of 
coprecipitated thorin since the analyses were run before 
the method for preparing a fairly pure product had been 
developed, fhe presence of coprecipitated thorin would 
lead to higher results than those calculated for a probable 
ratio of thorin to thorium in the precipitate, Analysis 
of three sanples gav® a nitrogen content of 3,19 • 0,06^ .^ 
The differences in the calculated nitrogen contents in 
the various postulated ligand to metal ratios are great 
enough that the small errors contributed by these considera­
tions may be neglected. Therefore, no additional analyses 
were made, 
Water> For the water detemination, the 
Karl Fischer reaction was used (89,90#129)» The sample 
was' suspended in methanol, and an excess of larl Fischer 
reagent was added. The excess was back-titrated with a 
standard water solution, and the dead-stop technique was 
used to detect the end point. Analysis of three samples 
gave results of 5.20 • 0.04^ . 
In Table XIII a list of some compounds that might 
represent the oven-dried precipitate and their compositions 
is presented. The theoretical value® are couipared with 
the observed results in the same table. 
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fable XIII 
Coffiposttions of Sow# f©@«ible Corapowdi. Compared 
with the Aaaljsis Obtaimtd m th# ?i?«®4pitate 
Gorapom#  ^®iOg $ n  ^ligO 
fhCWf^ Jg mM *.33 0 
CfhlHgJgMj 29*Q% 4.St © 
fJ«H 3^ .73. 3.68 0 
fhRl»2HgO 33.a6 33t 
fhl»*g3%§ 3t.?9 3A& 539 
ThRH*3%0 SMM 3.m 6.64 
Found 32,B2*Q,m 3a9iOM f.iOi0.O% 
the aetitral thOFlm 
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froia the table it can be seen that the precipitate is 
<3©finite 1J one in which the aolar ratio of thorin to thoriwro 
is unity. From the results on the water and thoria, it 
appears that the precipitate is either the g-hydrate, the 
3-hydrate, or th© 2.5-hydrat#, Of these three possibilities, 
the 2-hydrate is favored for several reasons. The results 
from the Karl Fischer titration are «uch more likely to be 
high than low. For one thing, water is easily introdueed 
during the weighing, and for another, there is a good 
possibility that some absorbed water may not ha^ e been 
removed during the drying proces©. fhe results of the 
thorium analysis would be expected to be a littl© lower 
than the calculated ¥alue if the sswples contained some 
absorbed water. Any coprecipitated thorin would also lead 
to low thorium results, fh# results of the nitrogen 
analysis were expected to be high since the product which 
was analyzed was known to contain soae coprecipitated dye, 
D. Discussion and Summary 
1. Effect of pH 
It is of interest to correlate the pH dependency of 
the absorption spectrum of thorin with the work on the azo-
hydrasso equilibrium in 2-hydroxy azo dyes. In his work. 
8l 
Ospenson (101,102) showed that as the percentage of the 
hydrazo form in the equllibriuia inereases, the maximum in 
th# principal absorption band mo-ves toward slightly longer 
wavelengths, and the infleetion or slight waximum in the 
neighborhood of l25 mjx. becomes virtually indistinguishable. 
This is precisely the effect that occurs with removal of 
the acidic hydrogens on the arsonie acid. 
In Figures 3 and th© bond distances and angles are 
taken from the values given by Branch and Calvin (12) or 
from Ospenson (101), fhe structures in Figures 3 and 4 are 
drawn so that the ring systems are coplanar, and the arsenic 
and sulfur atoms are tetrahedral. It will be noted that 
the distance of closest approach between the oxygen of the 
arsono group and the azo nitrogen, as well as that between 
the hydroxy oxygen and the azo nitrogen, is such as to 
permit hydrogen bonding with very little distortion from 
coplanarity in either of the tautoroeric forms. The normal 
hydrogen bond distance is 2,5 to 2,9 angstroros. Hydrogen 
bonding between the arsono and hydroxy oxygens would require 
a considerable departure froii the resonance favored coplanar 
configuration in the azo form and a somewhat smaller devia­
tion in the hydrazo structure. It would appear that the 
closest oxygen-oxygen distance between the B-sulfo group and 
the hydroxy group is favorable for hydrogen bonding in 
either tautomeric form. 
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Th© proposed explanation for the Increased preference 
for the hydrazo form as acM hydrogens are removed from the 
.arsono group is that this group becomes nore negative and 
leads to a stablliEation of the hydrogen bond between the 
azo nitrogen and the groap. A change in spectrum might 
also be attributed to a shift of the hydrogen bonding within 
the hydrazo form rather than a shift toward that form In the 
tautomeric equilibrium, k change in the hydrogen bonding 
of the hydrazo hydrogen froia the hydroxy group to the 
arsono group would be expected to produce a hyposochroraic 
shift. The removal of the hydrogen from the proximity to 
the hydroxy group would decrease the relative contribution 
of th® C^ -O' form to the resonance of the qulnold system. 
After the removal of the naphtholic hydrogen, th©se 
interpretations are no longer applicable for the tautomeric 
equillbriUM ceases to estlst. 
There is some concern over the failure of the spectro-
photometric&lly determined pK values to check those 
determined potentiometrically as well as was expected. At 
first it seemed that this difference might be due to the 
difference in the ionic strength values employed in the two 
experiments. This would imply that the correction equations 
are inadequate. However, a spectrophotometric determination 
of pK^  at an ionic strength of 0.1, the same value used in 
the potentlometric work, checked the absorptiometric value 
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at the higher ionic strength. It was also shown that 
ion-pair formation does not explain the differences, since 
an exchange of lamoniun chloride for sodim chloride 
produced no change in the results. 
Because the work on the pH dependency of the ahsorbance 
of the complex was not mry exhaustive, it would be 
inappropriate to attach too much significance to minor 
details. In Figure 2 at 5^ 0 mjc it can be noted that the 
positive differences between the absorbances of the reagent 
and of the complex are at a maximua at a pH of about 1.00 
and that an increase in pH results in a continual decrease 
in this difference until it finally becoBies negative* If 
this decreast in the absorbance of the cowplex could be 
attributed to the fomation of hydrolyzed thorium species 
and liberated reagent, the curve of Figure 2 for the complex 
iiould be expected to become coincident with that for the 
reagent but never to fall below it at this wavelength. The 
fact that the reagent absorbance does exceed that of the 
complex between certain pH values indicates that the change 
which occurs is associated with the formation of hydroxy or 
oxy coordination with the thorium in the complex and not to 
a removal of the metal from the dye. There might also be 
a change in the thorin-thorium bonding. At the higher pH 
values•where the reagent and complex spectra become 
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coincident, it is likely that a hydrated thorium species 
and, liberateci reagent are present. 
2. Configurations of complex reaction products 
The ©mount of crystal structure data on thorium compounds 
is not sufficient to enable- one to draw definite conclusions 
about its bonding preferences. It seeras generally accepted 
that thorium laost often has a coordination number of 
eight (l^ ). According to Kimball (56), the most favored 
bonding'for an octacoordinated atom is either one in which •• 
the bonds are directed toward the corners of a dodecahedron 
with triangular faces or one in which the bonds are-projected 
toward the corners of an Archimedean antlprisai* Less stable 
arrangements are the prismatic structure, in which two of 
the bonds are directed to the centers of two of the prism 
faces, and the cubic structure,. The crystal structures of 
thorium hydroxy chroraate and thorium hydroxy sulfate have 
been determined (80,81) and are such that the thoriuia bonds 
are of the antiprismatic type. It it not valid to extend 
these observations to a generaliEatlon, However, this might 
be considered strong evidence that thoriuia accommodates this 
orientation .comfortably* There would appear to be no clear 
reason against thorium forming tetrahedral, octahedral, or 
dodecahedral bonding If that geometry were preferred. The 
dye has a number of reactive centers any of which might be 
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united to the thorium and@F certain conditions. Union with 
thorluBi may take place through the formation of bonds with 
the arsono, the sulfo, the hydroscy, or the azo groups. The 
necessity of coplanarity for high resonance energy makes 
it unlikely that the reagent is present as the non-coplanar 
cis-forro, 
• It seems impossible to draw any conclusions concerning 
the participation of the naphtholic group dn the formation 
of the complex. The generally accepted theory that both of 
the groups ortho to the azo linkage are associated with 
the metal in this type of complex suggests that the naphthol­
ic hydrogen is replaced, Kusnetsov*s failure to obtain a 
color reaction between thorium and a 2'-arsono-4»hydroxyazo-
methine dye further supports this view (69). In this work 
it was found that the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of a 
basic solution of the oven-dried thorin-thorium precipitate 
was different froro that of the thorin after the removal of 
the naphtholic proton, fhe ready solubility of the pre­
cipitate in base was thought to be due to the retention of 
an acidic hydrogen of the thorin in the precipitate. If 
this hydrogen were the one on the naphthol group# one might 
expect that a basic solution of the precipitate would have 
qualitatively the same ultraviolet absorption spectrum as 
thorin with the naphtholic hydrogen removed. However, the 
fact that it does not is no proof that the naphtholic oxygen 
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is associated with the thoriiam. It might mean that as base 
is added, the reiraovable hydrogen is replaced by a thorium 
bond. In this case the characteristic spectrum of the ion 
would not be observed. It is very possible that the solu­
tion of the precipitate in base does not involve salt forma­
tion but is instead a reaction to produce a soluble, mixed 
hydroxy and thorin complex Mith thorium. Such complexes 
were indicated in the pi studies. 
The sulfonic acids raight satisfy primary valence bond­
ing in the thorium, fhis ia probably the case with the 
precipitate, since no diverse anions appear to be present. 
It is doubtful that these grO'Ups contribute much to the 
bonding in the soluble species, unless polymerized complexes 
are formed, because of their distance from the central atom. 
Since it confers the selectivity to the reagent, the 
arsono group is very likely bound to the thoriua in the 
complex. The arsono group contains two replaceable hydrogens 
and one or both of these might be replaced in the reaction 
with thoriuro. Because the arsenic atom ia tetrahedral, it 
ia very unlikely that all three arsono oxygen atoms are in 
union with the same thorium atom. If two oxygen atoms from 
the same arsono group are attached to the same thorium, ,a 
four-membered ring would be formed. This would involve a 
prohibitive strain if tte- thorium bonds were oriented either 
tetrahedrally or octahedrally. The calculated values of 
8T 
the siiallest bonding angles in eithei» the anfciprismatic or 
the iodeeahedral forms show that there also, would be con­
siderable distortion if the foiar-aembered rings were formed. 
However., the strain would be quite a bit smaller than in 
the case of the tetrahedral or octahedral bonding. It 
might be that each of the protons on the arsono group is 
replaced bj a different thorium atom. 
It was shown in the experimental section that there is 
considerable reason for believing t.hat the predoni.inant complex 
under the conditi.ons of these experiments might be one in 
which the ratio of ligand to central atom is 3s2, Some 
speculation on the possible structure of such a complex 
might be of interest* Two geometrical configurations are' 
to be proposed here for the $t2 complex. 
Emphasis will be placed on the bonds formed when a 
thorium atom replaces a hydrogen on the arsono group. It 
will be presumed in this argument that both of the hydrogens 
.are removed, fhis postulate is open to some challenge, since 
thorium does form a water insoluble compound with arsenic 
acid in which only one hydrogen is replaced (3*21), Mo 
assumptions concerning the replaceraent of the naphtholic 
hydrogens or the coordination with the azo linkage are 
iiaplied. It may be supposed that whether or not such bonds 
occur depends on the configuration resulting from the 
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resfcrictlons imposed by the foregoing assymptions about 
the bonding between the arsono oxygens and thorium. 
In the first proposed structure, one thorium atom is 
considered to have substituted both of the arsono hydrogens, 
and two such groups are conn.eeted by sharing the arsono 
group of a third thorin molecule. Two thoriura-arsono 
four-membered rings are required} htnce, it might be 
supposed that the octacoordinated bond types would be 
utilized in the thoriuia in order to minimize the strain. 
With the aid of Fisher-Taylor-Hirschfelder atomic models, 
it was possible to show that such a structure should be 
permitted sterically. However, oetacoordinated metal 
atoms were not available, mnd the possibility of utilizing 
the other nucleophilic groups on thorin for filling thorium 
bonding positions was not studied. It does appear that 
the angular distribution of the bonds permits at least one 
of the rewaining donor groups, hydroxy or azo, to occupy 
vacant thorium orbltals, 
Th# second proposed structure is one in which each 
arsono group is bonded to two thorium atoms by elimination 
of the two protons. Each thorium is connected to three of 
these arsono groups. In this case all of the thorium-arsono 
oxygen bonds are equivalent and the configuration is such 
that the groups are situated at the corners of a trigonal 
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blpyramid. fhe three arsenic atoms wowld lie at the comers 
of the base, atic3 the thoriura atoms would be at tM apexes 
of the bipjraiiid. 
Here again there is no intention to con^ej' any impres­
sions conoerning bonding with other donor groups in the 
aye. It appears clear, from the models, that in either 
of the proposed configurations, the geometry is such as to 
afford adequate space for the three thorin molecules, 
With the models it was possible to show that the thorium 
atoms would probably not be bonded octahedrally in this 
second arrangement, since such bonding would require a 
thoriuK-thorium bond. A tetrahedral thorium atom would 
satisfy the geometrical requirements of such a pattern, but 
this makes bonding with other parts of the dye molecule 
impossible. It is probable therefore that such a structure 
would employ an octacoordinated thorium atom. 
Which, if either, of these two proposed structures is 
more likely to be correct is not certain. The fact that 
there are no strained four-mewbered rings in the bipyramidal 
arrangement is the strong argument in its favor. It is also 
significant that in thorium hydroxy sulfate, the sulfates 
are shared by different thorium atoms. The less symmetrical 
first structure is favored from entropy considerations. 
However, the energy involved in the strained configuration 
probably raore-than offsets the entropy effects. The 
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•a"*railal3.11ity of the i*einain<iei» of the tborln molecule for 
bonaiTig mlth thorium will have an important effect on the 
actual configuration. 
The configurations discussed above are not the only 
ones that might toe considered. It might be supposed that 
only one hydrogen is replaced on the arsono group. In 
thii case, the naphtholic oxygen might be expected to toe 
bonded to the thorium. The experimental observations do 
not offer sufficient evidence to Justify a choice between 
the various possibilities. However, these arguments do 
indicate that it is not unreasonable to suppos.® that two 
thorium ions combine with three thorin ions to form a ' 
stable product. 
There are undoubtedly other products formed in the 
reaction. However, pertinent experimental evidence would 
be needed to properly orient a further discussion of 
structural features, 
3t Ratio of ligand to central atoii in solution 
Pro® a first consideration of the experimental work, 
it might appear that the only complex in solution to any 
great extent is the one in which the ratio of ligand to 
central atom is 3s2, However, certain other considerations 
make this presumption untenable. If there are no signifi­
cant quantities of complexes other than the 3:2 species 
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formed in these soltttions, the ealculated roolar absorptivity 
should b« iadepeiiient of whieh of the reaetants is in excess, 
fhis is based on the ass'Wption that if a considerable 
©access of one reagent^  is present# the amount of ooapleK 
forraed ia very nearly controlled by the total analytical 
coneentration of the minor ppeeies, fhis implies very 
little disBooiation. When the reagent is in exeess, it 
is neeessai^  to oorreet for the absorbanee of the excess 
before emleulating »olsr absorptivity • fable XI7 o«pares 
the ealculated values in an exeese of either reaotant for 
postulated eowplexes in whieh the wolar ratio of ligand to 
metal i» lil, 3t2, and 2il, fro» the table, it would 
.appear that a single ooraplex tpeeies does not predominate 
over the entire ooneentration range, 
fhe ealculated aolar abeorptivities in fable XXV have 
an uncertainty of two to'three per cent in the ease of 
solutions containing a large excess of thoriiw. fhis 
follows froffl the fact that the concentration of the asawed 
coroplex is a function of the total analytical concentration 
of the reagent which way be in error by this amount. How­
ever » the, differences in the table are rauch larger than 
this and can be presumed to be significant if the assumption 
of coroplete reaction i© valid. 
Therefore., it is not possible to describe the system 
by a .single predoainant equilibriia. fhe experiiaental 
• Table ,XIV 
Calculated Molar Absorptlvities of Seireral Possible Complexes 
In a» Excess of Either Reactsiit® 
Wavelength, Postulated Hafcio, 
liigand to Metal 
E^xcess Thorln^  € e Excess Thoriua 
475 
510 
540 
Isl 
111 
111 
13,150 
9,760 
1,730 
7,840 
19,520 
19,200 
10,720 
18,240 
13,600 
475 
510 
540 
3s2 
3s2 
3J2 
28,850 
48,720 
40,060 
32,210 
54,810 
40,870 
475 
510 
540 
2sl 
2sl 
2I1 
'20,960 
29,280 
20,800 
21,470 
36,540 
27,240 
%hese values were calculated fron the absorbance data on solutions described 
in Table 17. Measiireraents were made on the Becioian spectrophotometer with a 
slit width of 0.170 ram at 5^ 0 np. , 0,200 «» at 510 mu , and 0,252 mm at 475 ta/x 
with red-sensitive phototube. 
C^j^  « 5.625 X lO'^ j ' 0,625 X lO'S K. 
= 0.625 X 10-5| Cyjj s 5.625 X 10"5 II. 
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results indicate that there are several coaiplexes con­
tributing to the absorbanc®. There is a good possibility 
that the cowplex having a ligand to »©tal ratio of 3t2 is 
an important contributor to the equilibrium* The molar 
ratio of thorium to thorin in the precipitate was shown to 
be Isl, It appears that the nucleation rate for the pre­
cipitation is slow, .If this is so, significant quantities 
of the normally insoluble product might be found in the 
equilibrium mixture prior to the precipitation* It will 
be impossible to more ©oropletely describe the nature and 
the number of the reaction, products with any certainty 
wfithout some further experimental work* Some suggestions 
are offered later m to what approach might be successful* 
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Itl, SAlf WOi SFECmOfHOfOMEfBIG BlTElMIMAflON 
W SIOHIW WlfH THOIIH 
A, Mmlm of Mteratwre 
I, g0lori»«tple ftttd speetrophotoneti'ie reagents for, thoriiim 
Most Of the color-forMittg reageats for thoriisai have heen 
wtlliaed ai^  qualitative reagents, k number of organic com-
pltjd.ng agents hav# hmn proposed for this us©* Ko attempt 
will be :ffla«le to present a couplet# list of these, but a 
few tB»iosl examples will b® given, 
Ka««r«r (5^ ) deseribed th© yellow color foraed when 
thoriua react» with p;fr©gallolald«hyd®. l^ t-Dihydroxy-
anthraquindn® (aliaarim) and th© sodiu« salt of 1,2-di-
hydroxy*3-«wil"oanthraquinon« (sodium aliaarin sulfonate) 
giv® characteristic colors with thoritjw which ar# quite pH 
dependent (6,38i84#-10#) • The pink dje Solochrome Brilliant 
Blue IS CC»|I* 723) reacts with thorium to give a blue color 
1 
in a nonochloroacetie acid buff«r (88),» A yellowish-orange 
color results when the purple aiwoniuiB purpurate (muopexide) 
is added to a thorium-containing solution (5). In alkaline 
solution l,2,*5»8-t®trahydroxyanthratuinone (quinalizarin) 
gives a blue color or precipitate with thorium (59). 
Middleton (87) reported that thorlww forraa a bright red 
lake with aurintricarboxylic acid. 
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Eii«n«t|»ov (67) described colors formed between thoritim 
and ^ -nitroeateehol, %-nitro®ocat®ciiol, alizarin, %-C%-8ulfo-
l-b®ngen«a^ o)-catechol, and 4-|%-»^ alfo-l-b«nseneazo)~l,2-
dihydroxynaplithalen©' in acid solution, MMn thorium, 
2»affiinob«ns©n«ar»onic acid, and S-ftirjlaldehyde are mixed 
In acid solution, a colored product is formed (73). With 
the pp*idihe or trltthanolanine salt of %,^ '-bis-(g-hydroxy-
l-naphthfl0|so)-t,2*-8tllb«n«di8ulfonic acid, thorim forms 
an orange-red color (71)» 
In neutral solution, 2-(2-hf*droxy«-5-'»ethFl-l-ben«©n®-
a«o)"bentenearaonic acid produces a brown color with thorium, 
and in wtalclf acid solution a ^ llow color i® formed (66), 
g-(l,8-Mh||drox3r-3#6*di8ulfo-2-naphth|fla80) -benienearsonic 
acid giifes |a violet color with thorium in acid solution, 
I 
tout the %-aub®titut«d areonie acid do®s not give a color 
(66). fh® pink eolor of the thorium compound with 2-(2-
hydrox|--6,8-di8ulfo-l-naphthylaao) •bengenearsonic acid, 
the violet oolor with ^ •(2-carbo3qr-l'-bensienea2o)-l,8-
I 
dihfdrox^ -3,6-dl8ulfonaphthalene, and tte reaction with 
thorln ar« |d«8cribed in tli» aaro® paper, la-ter, th« reaction 
i 
with thorln was covered In greater detail (70), 
With the exception of the areonie acids, these reagents 
are not very selective, and a preliminary ©eparation from 
®any common aietals is required. The .selectivity of the 
arsonic acids has been referred to earlier in the thesis. 
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The limber of quantitative speotrophotometrlo methodB 
I 
developed las b®«E relatively small. In om method, the 
thori«» iodiate precipitate i« redueed with i^ ophosphorous 
i 
: 
aeid. The |fr«e iodim® is th®a extraeted int© ehlorofora 
to fora a. bliiiah-rei eolor* 'The ehloroforia solution is 
then ainalfsfed speetrophotometrieallj at 520 m/^  (3*), 
Rider and Mbllon precipitated thoriua with an ®x0#s» of 
; 
standard oxjalate. Tlmy determined th« excess oxalate in 
tfa^  filtrstii speotrophotOMetritsllf hj measuring the 
decrease inl eolor of a standard perwanganate solution (108), 
The hlu# eolor formed when thorium is reacted with 
oarminic acid at a pH of 3.*0 has been utilized in a apectro-
photoaetriCi iiathod (^ 2). Emmmwg the method appears to 
have »anf eonmon interferences. B^ ®rlj, «t al,# described 
i 
a proe®dur«l wheraim the highly insoluble thoriuia derivative 
of ^ -dimethylaminoazobenzenearsonic acid is dissolved in 
4^  sodiu» hrdroxide and raeasijuped apectrophotoTOtrically at 
%60 mu Cl7)i. As mentionad earlierj| Kuanetsov's qualitative 
method (fO); ha» baen attended to a quantitative scheiie (119). 
Becantly a kethod for estiaation of thorium with alizarin 
i 
has baen described (98)• 
2* PetaraAhation of thorium in roonazite sands 
Becau»« of it® limited supply, particular emphasis has 
baen placed on the .detariaination of thoriua in its ores. 
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salfttrl® aeM and then to disfiolw the i»«smlting emlfates 
in ©old ?fat«i» (3T)« fliis aethod is «oi»e time eonsuwing 
than roost of th« proeed^res twbsequentlf d®s«i»ib«d and 
has the additional disadvantag® of leaving an aeld insoluhle 
resid»«» Son® awthofs pmtw fusion with sodiuai 
pmrmM® followed hy a nlti?!® aeid l«seh# Wllliaos (132) 
has «»ed a potassiw l^droxide fusion in a nieli®! ermeibl# 
with eonsld«ral>l# sii.ae»»»i, bwt this ffl«thod4, liic« th« 
pr«viottS on«, introdtt««8 fa.ii?lf larg® quantitlaa of allsall 
aalti into the toXwtion to bt anal^ased, Willard and 
§ordon (130) tt»«d fttwing perchloiPie aeid, Mt this also 
leairea an insoluble residue. 
Some investigators ha^e used fusion with mrious^ 
»i3Jture» suoh as sodium fluoride and potassiUK pyrosulfate 
(46) to effeet deeoaposition. fhe'thoriuw and rare earths 
are oonverted to Insoluble fluorides whifh# in turn, are 
ordinarilf decomposed by ft»ilng with sulfurie aoid. In 
recent years lodden (HQ) has fused the sands with potassiyw 
hydrogen fluoride with considerable success,. One author 
recently cofflbined the use of hydrofluoric acid with a 
sodiww peroxide fusion of the .residue for this purpose (48). 
fhe second -problea in this analysis, the separation 
of thoriua frora the rare earths, has received considerable 
attention. In its natural state, thorium is nearly always 
associated with the rare earths, fhe chemical siailarity 
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betwesn thoriiim and tiie rare .tarths' presents aoraewbat of a 
ohallenge to th®' analytieal eheslst wiio wishes to separate 
then. Itesplte tim dlffleultles, Miny reasonably good 
method# haw been developed for this pwrpos®.- For the most 
part these • separations have b®en graviaetrio| accordingly, 
th##e proetdareS' will be considered fir«t. 
for many years the prooedure for precipitation of 
thoriiMtt as the iodi-t® fro« $00 nitrio acid solutions has 
bi!«n pr«*@roif»ntly,poptilar' (86). Separation in suoh a 
highly aeid aiediuii afford® greater s«le©tivity and .an easily 
filterable preeipitate-. •; A r«eent paper suggests the use of 
iodic aoid instead of potas».iu» iod&t« • as the preoipitating 
reagent (123)• Th# pyrophoaphat® (20) and hypophosphate (45) 
»8p.arations are alao ©arritd out in a highly ao.id environ­
ment and 'hav© been widely employed, 
: Sine® 1902^  tb© preeipitation of thoriua with hydrogen 
peroxide in a neutral nitrate. • solution has been fairly 
popular (9). lodden and Warf (III)^ deaoribe several raodifi-
eationa of this prooedure, H«xai*ethylan«tetraaiine (hexamine) 
trill precipitate thorium and leave the rare earths in solu­
tion ,(%9). Rodden presents ,a good outline of thiS' proce­
dure» In neutral solution, sodiua thiosulfate will 
saleetively precipitate thorium (44), 
imm and his co-workers are r®«pon»ible for two more 
fflethods which are of considerable Interest historically. 
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The ietoaeie aeM i« aa early escaiipl® of the use 
of wesfe orgamie aeits to ®fftot this separatioa {115). 
fli« §«l«eti¥lty of the arsonio aoids for tetra*al#iit ioms 
wm a®«-€ In the b«i»®aeitrs®ai# aeid precipitation (107). 
lii r®o«iit fmm wmj aore psp@r» have been published 
on th« um of ©rgaaie mMB for prtoipitating thoriw in 
the pr«»®ae« of rar« «ftrt.li»» Haghava Rao ai«l his eo-norkers 
»t Attitea II»iver»itf of Infiia hif?© «rrl€d on m extensive 
i'liveitigatioa aloiag this lint* fh« following reagent® tmw® 
toe«n stwiie4i aniiio &ei<l fit)# o-ohlorofetnsoie acid C7^ .#915)# 
o-tolttie and aoetylsalieylio a@i4« (75)* o* and £-arainoh@naoio 
seidt C^ ), aiipie and mmtmM ftoits (llS), einnamie aoid 
i$$0126^ 127), btnaoie aeit {121}:, naphthoic aeid (122), 
triMethylgalliOt pheno^ yaeetic, and tannic aoiis (125)# 
s»onlta tiorate and g,%-4initre|ih®n©l (7®)# ©awphorie 
asid (97) t |i-sr«80:i:ya««ti® •-aeifi (12^ )0 aimoniwa f«roate 
and aodiwa swlfanilatt (T7)t and vanillie aoid (61), Mearly 
all of hair® h®«n t«st«i and proved mseful in monazite 
sand analyiti. 
Oiborn (100) and lilliaas. (I3i) 'have adapted ii®«s for 
the ®-nitroto«ns5©ie aeid separation of Meish (99) to monafite 
sand analyaaa, Millard and §ordon (ISO) ttsed the hasie 
f©i»ate precipitation for thi# pwrpoee. Iiat«r they snggasted 
tetraohlorophthalio aeid C^ «>) »» a preoipitating agent# 
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•tammXwm to «ffeet this separa­
tion (50)* Melc»« and (t8| prteipitated thoriiiiB 
hydroxide at a ©©mtrdlled pH. the mm eartha d© net 
pi»«€ipitat« toel0w a pi 0f 6 while thorittni preeipitates 
from sulfate solution at m pi of 3»91 (11). 
iorae of the gra¥iii#ti*ie iiethods have been wodified 
and adapted t© veltwtrie det«»imtiom8. In general 
the»« methods ;ha¥® not b®#n as mmmte as their graviraetrie 
eomt#rpart®« fh# io-date pr®tipitat#i am be dissolved in . 
an aeid potassiw i©did# solution and th« liberated iodine 
titrftt«d with thidSMlfate {91,Hi), Meording to Banks 
and Mehl (2), th# pr«eipitat« ©f thori^  raoljbdat© ©an be 
dissolved in hydroehlorie aeid and. the itolfbdate redaeed 
in a ••Jones r^ duotor titrated ^ ith eeriaroClf) sulfate. 
Thoriia ®aj b® s#parat«d fro» 50 per ©eat ethyl 
aleohol iolwtion with selenioMS mM and then dissolved in 
hfdro^ ehlorie mM (Wf). When potaisiw iodide i® added 
to the so^ ltation, iodin« i» liberated and titrated with thio-
tiilfat«» frivalent eeriw dots not interfsr## hut the 
•oth«r rar# earths mm not «iintiom#d# liaper@m«trie B«thods 
f^ or the dirisot titration of thoriiwi ohloride iiith aB»oni«» 
molirbdate hav« be®n deseribed reesntly (39#H^ )* fhesr are 
aeenr&te in ths prtseno# of a rare ©arth to thoriym ratio 
of ten to out. None of the ©th«r voliMetrie methods wer® 
adj«dg«d satisfaetorj in tl» pre»#no« of rare earths• 
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•k Iteited sfflouut of Mork has been <lont on th® separation 
of thorium, from the rare .earths 'Issy solvent extraotion. 
Recent work on the extrao.tion,.- of thorii® into mesitsrl .o:«id@ 
fro® a sstmratei aluiainum nitrat© tolwtion hat shown very 
fine prowise ,(%8|,T9|. 
Another interesting spproaoh hai been, the, use of 
fihrofflatop?aphic and ion ex;ohange. procedures for this separa­
tion. eellulose (55»57) and eellttloie plus alumina (131) 
have been suggested aa. absorbents. Aatoerlite II 100 has 
been used in the ion exehange work (106). In another 
pli^ sieal method-,..the thorio® .is preoipitated with an excess 
of radioactive pyrophosphate, and the ejcces® la determined 
froffl the radioactivity of the filtrate (92). Koalrek (§8) 
has developed a procedure wherein.the thoriura is precipitated 
aa the iodate,. transfo»ed. to the hydroxide w.ith sodiu® 
hydro3fide» and th® resulting iodl«M iodate deterwined 
polarographically• 
Many aethods for,effecting a.separation.of thorium frora 
rare earths have been. .oraitted, bat .»ost of' the wore .important 
classical procedures .,a® well as all of the additions to .the 
literature since the publication of Moeller, .et al.. (93) 
have, been disc.usf ed,. 
Aside .from the probleros . of. dissolving the^ sawple and 
separating thoriu® fro® the rare earths, the analysl® of none-
Eite sands for.thoriu® seeraa relatively free of difficulties. 
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fhorimi is . separated the allsli ani altelin#-
«ai*th- ®©talf feir preeipltatlQcj with aaaonia, m4 tmm all 
othw »@tals • e3S©«ptiiiig the rmm earths hy o»lie acii 
preeipitation. 
B. Materials mA Apparatus 
!• Mat#rialg 
fh® th©ritt» ana thorin are fro« th« sa»« sowrees as 
those msei in th# work ietorifeai pr^ '^ iomslf« the thorin 
soltttioaa mm pr«par#<i tof w«i#iiag air-iri«a «arapl«s of 
the triaoiiw salt, disaolving th«®, sad diil»tiiig th« solui-* 
tioii to V9lm9m th »o«t easti* oii« gram of th« waa 
diaaolwi in ona litar of watar to »aic« a thorin solu­
tion. 
fechttieal. grada raaaitsrl oxiia frow ©iatiilation frodueta 
itwimstriea, oatalog imnher f-fSt, wa# pwrifiad hf distilla­
tion, and tha fraotion boiling at Itf® to 130®C was reaa^ nrad 
for thia work, Iiatar worK ahowed that tha piarifiad grada, 
catalog nnffibar 8^i, warkatad by this «®»pany was awitabla. 
All other ohe»ieal« ware raagant ®pada aneapt for 
tha potasaiara hfirogan fluorida, whieh was tha teohnieal 
grada prodtiead b;^  tha eity Chawieal OQmpmWt Mew fork, Kaw 
Tork, 
10* 
All ware mmA mm #it;l»r the Standard 
**Pyr#x*^  tomnd hj the ©©Fnlng ©lass Worlcs or 
fhe '^Sopwax" temnS pr@i«e©i toy thie Elmble Qlm® Plvlslon 
of ©iwens'^ 'll.llaois di&ts C«pany,, Ail pM ii®asw®«ent8 
w#i»# «g€e witli a B#el«a» Matel <1 pi Atosorbafiee 
aeasii»i»ntii were on a Btetoan Bf ip#etroplioto-
An Xttterniitlonal eiiniesl Centrifuge with 50-ral 
t«"b«s ifss tiae-i fo? ©entrifttgal sepamtionft. 
©* Expei*im«ntal ani Eeswlts 
1. Spe-etroptootoggtrie analysis 
(a| AtoaoFptlon gpgetra« figure 9 shows th® aTasorption 
spe«tFi» of a 0,005|^  solution of %im air-€ri®d triso<li«ii salt 
of thorin'at pH 1*00^  ftn<l tlat of a similar solution con­
taining * aierogra®# of thoria per bI and tlj« »mm amount 
of r®tag«nt at tJte tsm# pi* »*asiir®i against a water blsnfe. 
In ouFf® 3 tM e®»plex*eontsining, solution was soanned 
against tl» reagent solution.. fli#8e eurv«» iniicate that 
in tfa© wav«l®ngtli range ahowa#. tltm r®ag«nt has a higher molar 
ahiorptivity than toes th« eonplex at wany wavelengths. 
rn&xlm in the potitiv# diff«r#ne«» ar© <ii::^ ihit#d at 
332, 28a,, and t%8 m/c , fhe greatest of thea# it at 
1©5 
2.25 
2.00 
1.75 
1.50 
1.25 
1.00 
S 0-75 
0.50 
0.25 
250 300 350 500 550 600 400 450 
WAVELENGTH, m/i 
FI6.9-ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF THORIN 
AND COMPLEX WITH THORIUM 
CURVE I- .005% THORIN VS. WATER 
CURVE 2- 4;tg THOg PER ML IN .005% 
THORIN VS. WATER 
CURVE 3-SOLN. OF CURVE 2 VS. .005% 
THORIN 
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5^ 5 a_/6. this partiettlap naveleagth is 
the mmt favofafele to ws# for %hm »p«®tropliote»etrie 
aaalysis. flm relativeIf low-atoaertoanee of the thoria at 
%hl» wsvtleagth ii also aimra%ais©«s,# for if the reagent 
hlstmk has a. high mhmwhmmt it beeoae® difficult to 
Isalsaee the »pe©tro,photQi8et#r at Ion slit sii<Sths# . 
(to) If feet Qf gl, fh© pU stmiies wtre earried o.ut 
ia the following mmumr^  A »eri«s of aolmtlow was prepared 
ia whiuh the thoria eomtentratioti was 0*01^  8»i the thoria 
eoaeemtratiom wm ftm mismgrms per ml in & total volume 
of 200 ®1« fh« pi of thmm solwtiohs wm» mrim-A over a 
range from 0*2T to m showa ia fatole Xf* Tim pU 
was aa|Mst«4 with ftrohlorio aoii ani, so^ tlis» hi'tooxide* 
fh« pi stttfiy was ©oaf ia«€ to this raage Mmum it. 'ha^  been 
shown eirlier that at higher pi val«e»# th« reagent 
absorbano# exeeedi that of the ©oapl«x at this wavelength* 
fh« absorbane® of ©aeh soltttion ws memmed mt 5%5 
against & blank of th# reagent at tiit saw© oonotntration 
md at verf ne&rly the 8m@ pi* Ov«r this pH range# the 
variation in the «fe§©rbsne:« of the r«ag«nt in this wave­
length interval is relative If laialli hen©@# a small difference 
in pH between the sampl® an4 it® blank «h©«ia not ©ontribwte 
a signifioant error* fhe## d&ta. ar© shown in fmble XV* 
It oan to# $mn fr€» this trnbl# that th@ absorbanco 
re»ains reasonably eonstaat b#tw#en pi 0»2f and 130. The 
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fable If 
Optliiwia pH for Analysis 
Solution 
NOTib©i:» 
pH %%5 m ^ 
I oar 0.313 
2 0.59 0.315 
3 0,6T 0.317 
4 0..73 0.313 
5 0,'88 0.314 
6 1.08 0,314 
7 l.g6 0.314 
8 1,50 0.314 
9 1,98 0.302 
10 3.04 0,276 
11 ^^ .06 0.253 
12 0.191 
*fhe atosorbaaee ©f eaeh solution was TOaSwred on the leekman 
»pe©ti»ophotoffl«t#i» against a reagent tolsnic at approxiraately 
the same pH* Th@ slit width was O/IT and the re^ -
iensitiTt phototube was «se«i. Cell length was l»OOO-0ra» 
loa 
first iefinit# efeangt Qmm?» with the €®0»6-s« in atosortesnee 
at a pH of 1,98. From this p©int on., tli® alssorteanae 
4e&Temmm mom iharply witli in®F#ast4 pi» fM« ©ffeet is 
also illM8tr»t©4 in figur# g, 
fo ehmU tilt effect of high%w aeiiities* anoth#j» 
series ©f SQlwtion# was run in whieh mmm t^ antities of 
perstilori©, aeicl were aditd t© ®. &mple solution and it® 
fela-nte, fh« &%mrtoemm. m&mmm with th® inereas# in 
hydrogen ion aetiTity* Appartntly tM eonstsnt int«riral 
shown in the table represtnts th® optiiaia p8 eon^ ition, A 
pM mlw« of 1,00 wa# ehos®n for aMliset««nt work* 
fh«s® solutions w#r# statel# with tim«,. Mo signifioiinf 
ehs,^ t0 were recorded for ®ith©r the pH or tl» ahsorbmnc© 
mm & thr«« day p«^ i?iod» 
fe) Opt'imuMi mmoiant of fhe optiawra amonnt'of 
»ag«nt for iis« in th# analysis was €et«r«in@4 hy preparing 
a s«ri®i of solutions of iitntio&l thoriw toneentration, 
2 «g thoria per 2©0 ralj^ . ani varying affioiints of thorin.. 
fhes# solutions ar® litt«A in fahl® Xfl. fhe atosoFhsnce of 
#aeh solution was *&SMr#i against & r#f«reno« solution of 
identioal reag«nt ©onoentrstion... fh# rtsmlts show that the 
ohoie® of th® awownt of r®ag«nt to b« mted is fairly arbitrary 
sine® the eff«et of ehanging thorin eoneentration i» »mall 
ov®r this range* • In the wmM %& he desorih«d next, 20-»l 
aliqnot® of a 0.l|l thorin solution were me€, fhis is an 
fable OT 
Optiiniiw Amount of leagent for Analytical Method*®^  
Solution 
Number 
»1 0.1|g 
thorin mji 
1 10.00 0.635 
2 12.50 0.642 
3 15.00 0.639 
k 1?*50 0.63^  
5 20*00 0.629 
6 22.50 0.624 
7 25*00 0.619 
%ael:i solution contained 2 «ig ThOg in a total volume of 
200 ml. Measurements were »ade with the Bectoan spectro­
photometer against a r^ fei^ enc© solution containing a 
similar amount of reagent in 1.000-em cells. Slit ^ idth 
was 0.130 nai. The red-sensitive phototube was used. 
11© 
sraonat tmm tm »3EiKi» ^hsmhmm, lawt it 
was etessm liee&wt# th« i»#Rg®tt% pmttf Is u©t i?®i>roiuellsl# 
ftni b%mmm tMs hig,li«i* »h©aM to ensure 
©cwpietJ# mmtlm at Imm fcteriiw mmeutrm*^ 
timm* 
ftm optiaw a«0mt ©f rt«g#*it f^^nul neetsiiarf- h«ipe i« 
ttisa tto&t fewwd toy %% al.» (llf)', this 
i» preltablf (dtie t© fti# tm»r ,fl §@a4it|.«»s tistd in their 
work. 
iffeefe. of. ting* fhi«se 'iirafitrg© ro 
appreelalJl® eiiang## iwrittg, a p«rt@4 of neireral 
Tte stabilitf of tij® solmtieai ©©utaiaiiig mm mems 
of r®»g»mt aui ©f the r#tg#iit at a pH of I #00 was 
a«,ao*i»^ r«te4 ©uriier in th« ^ titisls. 
(t) Iff#et ef ii¥er».<i touit 
SMMM* mttm% of 41wem& eations «&» 
in tiit f®llo«iiig w«iiier* Solmtloas of t:h« ions 
w«r# prepared t© oomtais om m ioa or it® oxide p#r 
»lt I«ag#ttt-grat« s©»ereiitl w«r@ «»«€ In most 
ImtMmm* fht rar« mv-th B®lmtS,Qm w#re pr«par«i fro® 
tm 03ci€«» of ritr® #ftrtfe® tlat iia€ fe®«» pwrifieA toy ioa 
exffeiuig® aa<i wer« toowti to fe® tlioriw fre#». Im most eases, 
perttolorat# soltttioag wmre employed to errors 
arising froo a»i@a «iff«et». la tho»« mm» in wMoh it 
sf*» tteoesa^ to use otli«r salts, tli# eoaoemtraitioms of ttm 
I l l  
•tivewe wmm 9m.ll #ii©tigli that; tiitir ©ffe#t e©«14 
to® m«gle«?fc®«, 
A ««ri«9 of »@lw%l©n» eetttaia®^  om «g #JP thopia# 
ttm m tte© tive-ips# i©n ar oxM«,^  an# iO »l ©f O.X0 
in 20©»«l total folw»# m& pmpmm^  ^ tii« atoso^ l*-
&mm et thmm soMti©»s. apiinst a reagent 
ref^mmm «®lati0n m tht Mmimm »p©eti*©pli©t0®«tei** 
fi»s® ftb«oi*temne@9 mmm with thei© of a solution 
sontsining mo m,mmm i©m» the &m &m«n In 
Tatele .Ifllt 
o©»raoa estAons io not interfep®, Tlie ®a|®r 
interf©rentes mm i.r®a(llSh ^ ii»«tli(Ill|^ : 
mraniwC?!)^  tltmrnimiM},. an4 th« i*are ©artto• 
fhe tvm int«rf#i»tn«« earn fe® W i?«<ittetion t© 
the 'divalent stat® i»rltii liy^ ©3iylia»@ni«ffi ©lilorli®* The 
fl«oi?14« |ip«clpitati®n. t© »®f®pat« thoriuro. from 
gir#©nlyai# tltanlw^ If), ani * as shown In the 
s«eti©B on »onailt«' ssni mnalfiii* A o»lat® 
separation fr» m&M S9lwti®n w©ttM eliain*t© all int®i?» 
fejcte.pt th#' MP# • titrtlii., fli« l*tt«r a»y 1>© 
»«pfif»itt«d fi»o« t,li©ri« #©nwnl«ntlf tei' tlit' «««ltyl oscii# 
«3itm#tlon ®»e« mmltB do not sgr#« with the 
finding® of «t si, ill9)t fotind a posi-
tivt interferen®# fro® titsnia»C3W"l • fii#s® workers 5P»port®<l 
that «ranl»C?I) ion do«» not int«rf®r# at pi 0»5# fe«t they 
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fable Xfll 
Effect of Dl'^ erse Cations® 
Diverst 
ion '5*5 "-/vf S;/5, 
dif, 
Eemark© 
2' , 
Sob' 
rag 
None 
None 
Sostiww 
Fotassiwm 
Ammonium 
Copper(11) 
Berylliuw 
MagnesluiB 
Calcium 
Stpontiuin 
Barltam 
Zinc 
Cadmium 
Alurainum 
*I,anthanOT 
*Qei'±umiIU) 
Praseodpiiuift 
Neodpiiuw 
Samariua 
Tin(Il/I¥) 
Zirconium 
TitaniumCIV) 
LeadCII) 
tosdiumdf) 
ArsenieClIl) 
0.315 
0.318 
O..32I 
0.^ 319 
G.,320 
0.321 
0.318 
0.318 
0.319 
0,318 
0.319 
0.319 
0^ 319 
0.319 
0.3S3 • 19 
0».336 4 60 
0.330 • %1 
0.330 * 41 
0.326 • 28 
0.316 
O4296 66 
0.321 
0.318 
0.317 
Mixed valence states 
present 
Precipitated with thorin 
Present as •vanadyl ion 
®Flve ®g of each listed ion< 1 mg of thoria, and 20 ml of 
0.1^  thorin were present in a total volume of 200 ml. 
Absorbance measurements were made on a Beckman spectro­
photometer against a reagent reference eolation. The slit 
width was 0.0%5 mm and the blue-senaitive phototube was, 
used. pH'uas ^ adjusted to 1.00 with HClOj^ . 
no number is recorded* the error is considered insignifi-
cant, 
*Weights taken as the o3Eide 
11$ 
Table Xfll (Contiiiw®<S) 
Diverse 
Ion 
kte m // • Si'ror, 
m/i ThOp/5 ag 
dlv, lm° 
Reraarics 
Antimony (HI) 
BisrouthdII) 
Ctooailiffli(III) 
Manganese(II) 
ITQUIUI) 
Ironfll) 
Col>alt(lI| 
Miolcellll) 
0.316 
1.1?6 
0,36* 
0.318 
0.502 
0.323 
0.319 
0*3t0 
0331 
•2,71.0 
• m 
• m 
* IS 
• %% 
Abaorbane© appeared to 
Inerease with tirae. 
Eetoced with NHgOi'HCl 
as uranyl ion 
11% 
dM find tliat as %tm pi mm ral««€ %o %m umi^m 
intwiemnm ij«ea»« mvf^ i«p#i»%aiit;, leaeen, mm mfMrng 
mtth w^mimmprt} selmtiens, it wemM M aiviaabl# to 
aeleet a pi of #3 for the rnmlynlm, tJraiiiwfl?,) mm 
tQum to he m mrf s#i»iow iiiterfer«iie« %j these workers* 
Its e!ii@f %fimt wm & r««m©tl#n of tiie thoriu, ©xiiatioa 
to tli« te«3«tvale»t »tat# hy fmim '^itfe. ptrofelorio aoi<l 
ffliQiisi8#t this aiffi$ttlty» 
fhe Intmrfewmms fr©» r&r# earth ion® were also foima 
to toe ftiit# pi t«p«iia#iitr fti# stosortoan©®! of soliitioM oom* 
tftimiag Q»l'm ©©I'iwCm) ml O,©0%^  in thorin, 
iii©r«a8«4 ttufoli m tlt« pi ws» r»i®«i ,fr®« OS to t*l, 
A stoilsr eff#et was notti with IftrnthattiM', for these ioas.* 
th« ohamg® in atoaorfeanoe with pi i» fairlir swtil at fir»t 
tout l)®gitts to imrmm wrj sharply teetwe«ii pH I aiit 2. 
fhe pi eff#et# with wra,iiitt»CfI| Md rare #arth ion® 
mm ittteresting feeeama# they point ©«t of the »a|or 
a#m»tage» of this wethoi for thorin* aa&lysis# fh« 
•stability of th« thorim oo»pl«x with thorim utt m low pi 
eoafers a wtaeh greater ®«l#«tivity @a the prom^ mm thsii 
woitM nofmally he «Ei«0t«€.». ,fh« -iiff«r«m©« in optiaw pi 
oo»<iit;ioii» for th« thorium mA th® rare earth reaetioa# with 
thoria is prohahly , to the <Siffereae#® ia th# hssieitiei 
of th#8« ioas*. 
•m 
it atooMli not## tHafe .Eireoaiw tntmrtemmm was 
eh#©te«€ wit'b -a one «g ^ rnemtitf »i.mm th% 3 ®g saspl# 
pre«ipitiit«i. As «xpee:'6e4# m Imm petitiw lfit@i»fep«-ae« 
mt t% my t>« that gtreemiw has a greater 
afflatty for tli« »ai«at maa €©## th&rSm* 
The fast tlist a #ati#a Is a©t utoew m m laterfereae® 
itt fable I?II iQ#,s ast Impli' that tli« ioa la qtiestioa will 
aot iaterftr# at higher coraetatratloas. AeeoM,iag to 
th#s« Aiita« th«m Is a® mm-Bm t© «ii»p#©t tteat feiirylliwii 
wight iatei*f«» la tli® f«t «t m eoaenatpatloa %00 
%lwe» ®p»itt©i? tlia« that. testei.^  fewrlliw wa» €«f laltslsr 
ma «ff#ai®i?* fh« ©fejeet of this stMy m&» t© pr©irl€e m 
iatl®atl©a t® tim «ff«et ©f il*ti?®« l©ai ©f the »me 
03?i#r of €.©ac#ati»ati@a m tfe® tti0a?l««, ffeeref^ re^  tli# 
ui#fa1.a«««. ©f -Smtst Am liiilt«t t© emk mMitions, 
Aaloas* ialf tli® t9ry mmm «al©as wem 
latest If at®d. hm s,gr«st t«ai#aef t© foiw e©«pl«3c 
loas w%m. & lai*g« aiafe«r of t^ iaal© ©eppleadli^  ag®at@* 
Heme®, »©st of. tli®s® if«li «.Ep«et«d to lat#rf«» toj 
protealag s a«gatl^ « iat«i»f«^ eae®* Iw these 
test#, oa# »l •fttaatitl## of tte eoae«ati»at@a ,«©.li of the 
aaloa t«5.to« test«<i a.®#€- ia each toltttioa* la tlie ©as© 
of pto8fi»t« md #wlf&te loas, p^ rtloas mm mlso 
e«p3.©y«€ slaee %im lafger i«iaatiti®s lat#pf®3?«4 guentlr. 
11$ 
The aara» presetefe «.s tt»% otttlfmed ia th% pi?«0e4iag mtton 
mmU wm f©l.l,©w«4, fli# ai^ akmm im .Xflll* 
Wwm thm% data S.% «®a '!»« s#«fi that mlw wj^ y »aall 
of 'phmphAtm earn l># t©l®3?alj«€.» Qn 
stma^ lmg, the rnhmQwhmm nf tM raltrat® solwtion dewsasei 
dtt« %© ©xliati©!! ©f the reas«at» fhm mmiulmMM of the 
4a%a t* r«#ti»i©t«€ agnia t© #®sill;i©ae wMef whieh' awemts 
of the mlm la t© thmm mmmtvmtlom*. 
|f| Qmtorm&nm Im* fl* ©f th@ 
test fer th# mut&rmme t© litw showa in fstol« 
XI3£, fr©» «a topeitioii @,f the iats* it &m l»® 8@®ii that 
hf M8iag 
mmt*» l&m a therlit ©taetatratioa rmm 0*^  t© a.O 
».g p«f toe »!.» fh#i*# i8 » slight 4«tiatlott at th« highest • 
eoa@«®tFati@tt.* it is w«ll withitt th« ©f th« 
•3cp@ete€ «a^ «Flii#at«Ll Kiwror,, 
Xa ®.«i»li#r w®rl€ m tM» pr^ felea it to 
#evslQp a fr©«#te*« i&r th« €«t«»iKati©» of wry small 
a»ottWt» @f 'thoFitw^ , 1^ - ms«€ wm applieatelt to a 
theriun mnmutmtim i?aag« i§ te 100 roiej?©gr«t ©f 
thoriw® pel* go ral t©tal vol^ e. »r wai«« 5.©§0-«® e«ll» 
aai a 0.0040 thoriw »#liiti©ii#. it m&m t©a«itol« to dtvelop 
a 8««sitiv® w«th®i whieh f©ll#»fei B##?*® law omr this 
eoaetiitpatioB ratig# m show is falsi® II» fh««e reamlts 
iiiiieat# that th« a«thod is apflieabl® t© the amerrnirntlm 
11? 
fable Mill 
of Diferse Anions® 
Biirerse 
Ion 
11 Cone. leid 
mll Error,^ /ig fhOg® 
Hon© - 0.315 
Mon# 
- 0.318 
Aoetat# l.O 0.316 
ehlorid# l.O 0.316 
Hitrate 1.0 0.31i 
Phosphate- 0,1 0.226 -287 
Phosphate 1,0 o.ogg -921 
Sulfate 0.1 0.286 - 98 
Sulfate 1,0 0,035 -890 
®lacli solution containea I mg thoria and 20 »1 O.l^ thorin 
in 6 total ¥ol«« of too ml, Absorbanee measureraents were 
raad® with the B®ctaan 8peotrophotoro®t®r against a reagent 
refer®ne@ solution* A slit width of 0,04| mm and the 
blue-sensitive phototube were used, pH was adjusted to 
1.00, with lClOi|. 
^If no number is reeorded# th© error is eonsidered insignifi­
cant. 
Hi 
Table XIX 
Thoriwfn leco¥ei?y in the Ixtraction and 
Conforwance to Beer's Lsm® 
ThOo 
mg/20u ml 
Abs( AbSQrbanee, A, 
(unejctracted (extrmctedf 
0.4 
0.8 0.255 
0,382 
0.307 
0..632 
0.128 0.127 
0.25^  
1.2 
1.6 0.505 
0.630 
0.379 
2.0 
T^he pH of each solution was I.00 • 0,0% and 20 ml of 0.1^  
thorin w©r»e aMed to each solution. Total soliation 
¥olura© was 200 'ml. Absorbanee raeasureiients were made with 
the Bectaaan spectrophotoiaetei' againat a reagent i»efereiice 
solufcioh in 1.00-cffl cells at a slit width of 0.17 ram* 
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fable ,3a 
Confomanee to Beer's Lm at Dilute 
• Thoriiara Concentrations® 
fh 
g/50 ml 
AbsorbanGe* 
20 0.144 
40 0.286 
60 0.432 
80 0.572 
100 0.712 
^Each solution oontalned 10 ml of 0.02^ thorin in 50 »1 
total volvme, Absorbance measurements were made with 
the Bectaaan speetrophotometer against a reagent reference 
solution in 5.,000-em eells, fhe slit width was 0,17 
pH mB adjusted to 1,00 with HCIO^# 
\ 
im 
of mwflm ©f te,|* initafele ' 
»©4if4e«t:i0ii8 im ®f F«agetttt' total voinmes, ana 
eell l@agth. 
i» jlaaiygis ef tli^ fi^  in 
(a) flmtline pmmAmm* fis# primtry ai» of this 
partieMlar pro|eet li«» fe««a t@ n raetliod for tlie 
deteminatioa of tfeoriw im »#aasitt wliieli i# tooth 
rapid ami m'^ ewat#. ,I#viae ftiii Qrim&Mt ITS)# Eroaitadt 
and ll9®rl« l©€d6ft CllOi. p« if3) feav® <I®v®ioped 
»«th©i8 wtiicl* wea** to spproaoh this goal* fii« proe«d«F« 
proposed ia this mpmtt imthm .si»plifi®s. th« detewiiia-
tioii without ftBj signifioitttt i@»8 of mmrmy* ftee aiaaitfl 
ojEide extra©tioa of §i»i«aMi «md Itovitt® (T9) te«@n 
wotifi«d and eoiobiasd with, th« speotropfeotometrie we^ tliod 
of flioiiasoii#, «t &i» CII9I itt tti® proe©4ai»« propoi®*!. 'Thm 
method it 0iitlim«d a® follow®t 
1, fh« saad is ilt#0Wpos#i toy a pota«siii» ^ dipogea 
fliioriie faaioii# tli# iasoliifel# fluoridts eoiitaiii-
ii^  all of th« rmm %m%M s»i thoriw mm digested 
in dilwt® iifdr©fl«oi»i« a«id atid fiaallr #«pitrat#d 
toy o#mt3?ifttgal »ftiott» 
2. fh©8« fl«©Fii«t mm dissolved im a 
aluwiaa® aitmt# lol^ tiom aeidified i*itli iiitrie itoid* 
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3, twm tliis toy 
Into fflesitrl 03cii«, TM theriwa is 
fcti«a stripis®# tmm the solwut Mitli water* 
%* App3?efriiit« mllqmtM of this soltttioa are 
i*«a0t«t with ttorin to pi?oatie« tli« e©lor«d eompleic 
ion whlth is %im te»si» tm ttot 8p#eti»opliotea® trie 
m •SSEl£^ S!SI-2£-SSl£l£M2B-SM-S2B£^ 2SBS«32 
Mmr*9 Ism* %m m€m t© €®t#»i»® if tft© «xtr«@tioa was 
m& wh®tlmw ali%ii®l* ©f %.!»• th&vlvm »olwtioB 
atripftt froii tiM solwat after «xtraetio» «omX<i fee 
#ir«©tly -iiitliemt tmtimr- tr#atm«Bt# tte foiiewing 
#xp«i'i®«mt WM eai^ iet amt, Am a«©wiit ©f tli® ittmdai»<l 
®%o€l€ solution @f thorium #fiiifal«at; to *0 ^  tiioyia was^  
fflta8-«rei mt^  a»<i %©• tlii« w®r« ad4«i l»S »l ©f e©tte»iitrat®d 
nitric it€iifi wA W ©f mlmtimm nitrate 9-liFtr&t«* 
ffeiB 8©ittti©is tl»ii «xti^ @t«€ m®e©rdipg to th® »tliod 
<Siseti»sei in th® prmm€$x^  seetiOE. fli# atweow tk©rii« 
«3ctraet wit» iilttt«i to 1-1 %& &tm m solntien wtiieh aiioiald 
eontsitt %0 »i«r@graas ©f tii#ria p«r »i if all th# tlioriiia 
was 3?®@over«<l in- the eEtr«@ti@ii, Jk se®©ad tteriwm solntiott 
haviag tlifi same ®©iie«iitrati©a m that ©a® Just <lt»«rib«4 ifas 
preparei fej iilutioti of th© staMard »t©®i£ soliitioii* 
41ittiot» of two solmtions wer# tstea to prepare %m 
im 
Meotleal ®#t8 of solwtions whiefc. hai vapying aaottfits of' 
thoriiiB m shown In fthl® 111. 
TM sb«0rhahe«@ @f lh#ie s^ liifcicms mrm measwed m the 
leelraaa. tpeetrophot©wet#r at; s waveleiigth ©f 5%§ m/i •'usiag 
l-e« sells ani it slit wlith ©f 0,17 m® with fch® p#<l*sefieitive 
phoUottthe. The y®f#»iie# «©ltfti©ii eoataiii## «h# s«# 
m&wa% ©f i*esg«iifc at tl» s&»« »* m the sample solutions. 
flMf agreement between the absortoan©#® of the extracted 
soltttioa® and th# standard solutions indiomtes that the 
thoFiiM memerf from the extmction it oo»plet«. Secondly, 
it show# that the i*®a.@ti-0n i» not affeot«d hj the pmmenm 
of foreign »at®rial intr©dtt#ed diiFing th« extraotion* fhia 
latter @onel*»»ion definiteljr ©oatradiets th« findings of 
Ingles (%8) who stated that the t-horiMw mm.% h# separated 
fro» the al««inw nitrate whioh eontaaiinates the @xti»aot 
h«f©r® waotion with th® reagent» 
An in8|5®etion of these data would indicate a verjr 
slight departwe fro® law at higher coneentrations. 
dtpartttr# is w«ll within th« mngt of th« 
tEpeoted experimental error# and the ®»««ption of a first 
ord®r d«p-end#n©|" t»etiife«n ahsorhanee and thoriwia oone@ntrs-
tion »«©ms Justified in this ©one#ntration range* 
(e) OptiwM oonditiomi. for speetrophoto^ etrie amlygis^  
fl) IfftSt of pH« On® of the txtraoted thorime 
solutioni froffi th# analysis of one of the momiite sands was 
im 
af of pH on the ab«©rfeanee of 
tlm mmpl9K, fhe of th% tbopiaa ani the 
thorin mmitm cmutmt ia tlils' s«ri#8 witli pH being the only 
variable, Spe^ trophetom^ trie nmmmrmmmmts mm laaA® as 
pi»«vio*yiily'deseribed. laeii reagent F«f«r«ne« soliition was 
at tm saw# pi m the aaapl® solttticm,, 
fhis iiiveatigatioa stas li»itet t© a partieul&r pi 
rang® b®eaws« «arli@F worte ie»erib®i prsviowslj as well 
as that ©f Theaasoni «t al {llf)# hai ahown thia to be th« 
optlaura ranga tor tto® r«aeti©a* fhesa data prcjv© that' the 
pS iep®ii4#muy ©f the r#a©tt©ii ftaains mnalterai by any 
©•ontaainanta intro^ naad by th« astraetlon. Also* It eaa 
b« '»i#n that. the'«ffeet» ©f pi ehanses ai»® very small ovar 
this rang®# 9qt' the sabaatwent work, a pM of I.00 waa usefi. 
Howevai*, any pi" val«« in thia rang® muM appear to b® 
sttitabla, s«« fabl# .1X1* 
Stability. It has already b«en shown that 
in th« abaanaa ©f €iv«r»a ioiia, the ealerai aoltitiona ramain 
atabla-for at laast aaveral waa&a.# l#w®v«r, s<Me nitfie 
aeM will b« peasant as a eomtaainant in the axtraetei aolm-
tions aM might slowly oxiiima tha .raagent, whieh would 
eawaa a graimal tiaaraaae in absorbsna® with time* Stmiiea 
ahow that the aba©rbant« rawains unaltarai ovar tha first 
faw houra an«l vary a lowly fall® off aftarwa.r<l.. It s®a®a 
atviaable t® «.ka tha apaetrophotoaatrio niaasuraraenta within 
12% 
Table KI 
Optiiiura pi for Speutropho tome trie Anal|f»is of the 
^ . pH H^5 pH *^5^5 tt/t pH mjjL 
0,38 0.388 0,§8 0.388 0.78 0.387 
0.18 0,388 0,71 0.388 .0,92 0.388 
0*%9 0,391 0.71 0.387 1.02 0.386 
• 0.§7 0.389 0*71 0,386 1.18 0.383 
1.38 0.384 
mm «ad» or th® Bectaao spuetrophotoffletei* 
agaliist a reagtat at the mme pH» l.OO-cm oells 
were -used, ani the slit width wm O.IT »»• 
im 
a two. hoiir mttmr preparatloa t© iiiniiiiae' 
this sdttree of It shoulfi to© not#t that the M»e of 
l^ poehloFi© aeid to MJtist pi w-oiaia ,pi?©l>ablj to a 
rapia d«t#riorittioii of the '©olor d«# to th® itrong oxidizing 
power of th# iiixtttr# of hyiroehlorie aiii nitpie aeiis. 
Th« st&teility htr# to th# oo-nstimey of th©' atesorteance 
of the sample ioltttioms using a ©orr^ spoMing reagent solw* 
tio.n *« the r®ferene«,» 
(3) QptiwuM aaomit of reagent» The o.pti«u» a®omt 
of reagent to fet «8«4 in the rtaotion m»r the tho.riiiB oon-
.©©ntration rang® iniioatefl in falle Xfl was estahlish«d in 
th# following ®ftnn«r» One# again, one of the thorium solu­
tion® ©xtraeted fr0.» a monasiit® sand naa u«d a.» th© souroe 
of thoriu»« fatel# IXII #ont»in» the iatm* Th® thorium 
eonoentration r#pr©.s©nte<i hy these aliquot® wa.® 2*035 aig 
thoria per tOO ail,. 
fhes© €sta wouW indiest.# that tim ml aliquot is 
the optiiaua l«irel*. & iO »1 aliquot was ©hos«n 
sine® th© r«ag®nt purity is not always r©proiuo.itole and 
eertainly no ©ignifieant loa« in sensitivity is thus 
incurred, 
(a) Interf#r#noeg«> k d#tmil#i study of interftreneea 
has hten diseu88®<l .in it pr«e.«ding portion of the thesis» 
fhe ooaplste remmw of thoriw as eviden©«<i in fafele XIX 
indicatea that the aluoini» mA nitrate eontaainants in 
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fatelt nil 
Optiwm kmmnt of leagent for. the Analysis 
of the Thoriu® Extract® 
Solution ml 0.1|I A-j,- pH 
Nuaiber fhorin 
1 10 0.633 0.98 
2 15 0.6§6 1.02 
3 go 0.6^^? 0.98 
k 0.639 0,98 
5 30  ^ 0.631 0.98 
®Iach reference solution for th© speetrophotowetrlc measure* 
mentt contained the same ooneentration of reagent as the 
•solution with whieh it was eomparei, fh® pH of tim 
reagent referene® was th® sa»« as that of the eoaiplex 
solution* Heaiureaents w^ re mai# on the Beotaan spectro-
photoweter at m slit iri4th of 0.17 ra« in l».00-»e« cells. 
im 
tlie mtrmtmA 8©lutioa io mot axhitolt any dslmterlms 
effirets* I,evia« and §i»JLwaMi (f9) presented a mther 
e©®pl«t® study 0f thm% ioas whieli aeeoapany thoriwrn in 
the extraetioa proe®»». Bemrml cations that are hoimlly 
pmmnt im »oim®ite «mii€# #ip«elally aiP«o»iM. and wmtiiua., 
do 80, feat they mm. pmttmslf el%mXmte& fey the fltiorid© 
sepsmtioa* 
An amomt of e«TOtts ehlorid® ©fiiimXent to 0^0 m& of 
e«.Fia wm& extraeted, and. th® ©x:tf&et m» aiialyssed by the 
wsml «pe.eti*oph©to»etrie aethod with no interferenee indioated. 
fhe mmm r«TOlt» wmm ofetaiatd fi»o» 800 ng of lanthanm 
oEld:«, indicating the high ©ffieiemey of the teparatioa 
of thoriw» froro th#s« mm ©airths. fh# possibility of 
int®rf®i»«nees from other* wmm earths 'Bem» wtry remote. 
(e) l®OQin^ iided pgoeedtge. 
(I) pgepftfmticm. and deeompo«itioii of the 8awpl«« 
fhe mmplm sh©«ld he gromad to 200 mmh ia 03?dei* to ©ustir® 
homogeneity of small »mplm» mad to iii«3?#a8e the effisienoy 
of tl^  fueiom* kmvtmtmly weigh •afprox.inately 0*2 grara 
samplds into 50 «1 pl&tlmm ©rticihles and add 3 grawa of 
techiiieal grade potassium hydrogea fluo2»id«, (Mott'i 
potasBiiw hydrogeia fl«oi?ide is mvj hygroseopio, asd the 
n®m Is oawtioa#d to fe»#p th« eontainer tightly sealed at 
all times when not in use), §m-mv th« omeibl# a»d place 
it ©f#r ft low flaia® to drife off aay moiitur«, §radiaally 
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XnQrm»m ttm tmpemtnve mtil fb# f«ll hsmt ©f th« 'Heker 
bwrmer is applied# If th# ftill heat is applied direetly# 
ex^ essif^  apatteriiR^  oetai?#. ie®p the erueifel# at a red 
li«at for 3 to 5 wiTOte® niid n© longer, Ex<i«8Sive heating 
mmw rt»wlt ia partial mmmpston Qi »o»e of t.|ie thori*® 
to & M.glil3r refraetoff osiid®. transfer tiie cooled laelt 
'to 300 •»! platiiiM.diahes nith tli« aid of approximately 
100 ml of hot water• i»all«r platini« dishes may 
be'wtd if these larger ones are tiot amilabl#, siaee the 
300-ral si«« is r#eoMi»iid#d for ooiiv«»iette« otily), Md 20 
Hi of hydrofliiorie moid and digest wader infrared 
hdating laapa (or on a iteaii bath) for 3© mitmtm, ftil^ erize 
the wait and allow it to eool. 
(2}  Separatioa amd.soltttion of ,the fluorides• 
Tranafer the flti©rid«» to 50*»l "Ltistaroid" oehtrifwg© ttitoes 
and aaparate at tim full »pe«d of the^  oawtrifiig© for 3 to 
10 raiiwitea* Carefully pmr off the ampernataiit liquid, 
After the la»t of tht solwtel® flmoridss haw toeeii discarded, 
wash the ihsolwtele o^ ® with dilut® hydrofluorie aeid. fhia 
may he doii® hy aaarly filling the tuha with watar and add^ -
ing a few ml of hydroflttorio acid, fraasfar theaa 
flttoridas with a miiiiiwM piotaht of water to a 150-«1 heakar 
eontaihiiig 19 grams of nitrate 9*hydrat@ aad 23 
»l of Hi trio aeid* Plaea on a hot plate* Aa tha raisctwre 
is warmed# the flmoridas will dissol^ a through the formatioa 
It9 
•of thm stable flttoalwaimste Reiao# tm volwt to 
to ffll by twporatioa aM allow th% solatioa to ©ool* 
C3) E3£ti*aetiati .with mesltyl oxMis« CATO^ IOMi 
mt the extwetion ia n hood fine# e»#s«iire inhala^  
tion of ra®sitfl oEii© mf mmm mr%m» respiratory 
diffietilti«s« 
PrepEr® a serab solmtiom by dissolving 380 grams of 
alminuffi niferat« f^ hySrat# in If© »l of water and 30 ml of 
nitrio aoid. lest if n#et«-s&ry.# ©ool to roo® te»p®rati2re 
b«f@r® using .• 
Four th« sample solution from th# beaker into a 125-»l 
sep&ratory funnel* .lteas«r© 2§ »l of iiesityl 03dlA® (l.f • 
128-130®!?) into th« beater, swirl ^ and itii to the iepsra-
tory fnnnel. Shak# for iO s®oon4a. Bruin off t1^  aqweotis 
phaee into a •seeont 'sepsratory f«i»#l. (fr«-q*iently a 
white suspension -or es^ ilsion fom® at tt» interfaee during 
the extraetion. Usually this will not be oxo«»siirei but 
if it is, the «ff«ot oan wsM^lly b« iiini»ii«i by aMing m 
additional I ml of nitric •wid. Sinoe nitrie aeid Mill 
ojcidit® th#' mmgmtg farther tdditioa of the aoid is not 
recoB«®nded» fhe e»0t natwri! of this effeet is not taiownj 
homrnvg it d'0«s not appear to nffoot th« results in any 
way*) Add 10 »l of solvifnt to th® seeond »«parattory fwnnel*. 
3halce tli«' systeai for tO i#©onds and di^ seard th# afw^ oa^ s 
phafl®. 
m 
CowlJiiie soXveafc wltb tlie ©rlgiaal portlm and 
add go «l of the semto soliitiom. g^ate shake, for 20 seconds 
aa<S <iis©ai»# th« a^ peows- p1mm» l«i»at this operatioii twice 
a©i*@. Stf'ip the thoritM trm %im mXmnt bf agitstioa for 
20 ®te©itds with to «l of wattr, Draim th® water- layer into 
a 200-»l ¥®l«i»eti?ie flask a'^ repeat th# pr©0#dMr«- mm 
mope, lilmt# th® eoatsmts of th@ flask to volwat«. 
It showia to® noted th&t th« solvent tnrm brown ^ wifig 
th® «xti»aetioii appaf««%ly iwe to »o«© oidLiatioa by nitrie 
aeid* ©cemsioiially, this #ffe@t will mms6 » yellow tinge 
ill tM strip solmtion, low^ wr#. this will mt affeet th# 
8wb8eqM®mt 8p«©tFophot0»#ti?ie work sine® theeoloi* is slight* 
this oxidation e«a b« »iiiiai»®€ by wo-Fieing with iiaximwm 
«xp«dien©y and by avoiding tli© «s« of war® sol-ations* 
1%) Spectrophotoroetrie d#tei*«iinatien of thoriw# 
family th# analyst will have only the ipoughest estimation 
of the thoria assay to b© «Ep«et«i in the s«ple. In thi® 
eas®j» a fairly i»eliabi« first mpproximtion 1® 5 peJ^  ©eat 
thoria* For th® speetrophotoiaetrie work# it is b«»t to 
take a portion r«pr#8«ntittg 1 to 2 tig of thoria* for a 0.2 
grara'sampl® eontaining 5 per- mmt thoria iis«olved in 200 
ill# a t5-®l alitwot is suggested as it first approximation. 
Pipet th# «liq,«ot into a t^ O-rol beaker* Uiliate to 1%0 ml 
m& aid 20 al of a 0,*1|I thorin solution* MJust the pH 
with a pH B©t«r to 0*8 * 0*1 niing perehlorie acid# and 
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trsmsfti* t© a tOO^ ral iroliiaetFi® flask-, fiiii proeedw# has 
hmtk foaM t© giv« a final pH of 0»9 t 'fhe' SQlutiea® 
are r©a4y fo2» i*«aiatelf dilution ani 
mixii^ . 
A solution, eostaiaii^  the »a»# eoa<iefiti?ati@ii of reagent 
at the' mm^  pi is met at a in the speetrophotd-
aetrie , fsi«g the .B«ei»att .Eo^ ®! m ipeetro-
phot©®'#t«i? with the wavelength s®t at 5^ 5 mji l,.000-.am 
emv®tt®»,. meaiMFe the afeserhsae® of th# soltatioas within 
tw© hemrs after %imf a» pr«pai»ei. 
(5) Caleml.atioW8» m -has been noted prnwloml^ , 
the system &mtQvmB to B««r*a law at least mp fc© a ©oti-
een'tratioE ©f two »g th©ria pei* tOO »l. iteaiiBa of som® 
variatimi in the pwity of th« th©i?iii# tl» eaalyat showli 
det«wiii» th# faetoi* for- eonvtrtiiig 8tos#i»baiie« to th©ri» 
e#iie«iitFatioa foi* hit partiemlai* i»«ag«'fit,, f© do thia, 
prapar# a smlmu 'Of sol^ ition® si»il,a^  t© th©s@ deaeribei 
itt Table XIX plot th« al38©i»bamee agaiiiat the tho3?ia 
eenceatfatiott, . fr©® the &l@p® of th# best straight lira® 
thi?ot^ h thes® p©ijits, ©ne #aa r®l*t« ab»©fbaa®e t© the 
thoria eontent* If abaeiPbaii©'® is plott«d a« th© ordinate 
and «g thoria par tOO ml as tha abseisaa, th« tm. thoria 
per 200 »l ©•©rraspeiii.ing t© a given aba©i?ban©e valttt laay be 
©btaine^  by »wltiplyi«s that valw© by the inverse of th« 
slope. 
l$2 
fh«- foMw,la will thea gif« tiM pereemtage 
of thoi?iit in the »a®pl«i 
• (M8 fhQg/200 »1| (goo roll (100) 
wt, laraple, lag 
C'J SSffiMS* * fair If Hide Tari«t|' of aonazlt# sancia 
mm te««n-aiialiwM bf this wethoa, fh®s« -Bands were 
prmMeA hy the folloMing la%0Fatori«si fb« Mew Swrnswiek 
ImhomtQTy ®f th# Atoaie Inergj' gowaiesiom. Mew MramwiaUg 
Mew J®rs#ri Waited Stittes Bwr#aw of lll»es, laleigh, lfoi?tli 
earolinaj and tight «ad ©he«i«l Qmpmfjt West 
€Meago, Illin0i#» fh® &m tatomlat#«l in fatole 3QCII1. 
The coXum labeled "JJlhOg reported- the results 
Obtained tej tl» laboratories fM«ii«hing the ©aaples with 
the eMtption of the sand 1®S 2601 whieh was a 
Kational Bweaw of Standards ®.aaple isa««d toi- the lew 
Brwiswiek totooratory. 
With the exception of nil i%lg, th«s« reamlta would 
seem to be qwit© satisfaetorye. fh@ reason for the disagree­
ment in that siwiple eoiili not toe ascertained, 
Cs) Diseiiggjon. fh« -©hief advantages of this w«thod 
are its siroplicitr and rapidity, fhi» analysis oontains a 
lainiMUM niMtoer ©f separations,- and thus redmees th« errors 
du® to this faetor m well as the time involwd. With 
proper plaiming and soma «xp®ritnee,. th« entire analysis 
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falsi® ran 
Result® of the for fhorium 
ifi Several Moaszite Saiwls® 
Saraple ^ fhOg found Muwtoifr of ^fhOg Difference 
Mumtoer analyses® reported 
mh 8412 6.39t0.02 5 6,05 •0.34 
ms aioi 9.53*0.03 3 9.65 -0.12 
Florida %^,86#0.02 «» 2 4.9 
Idaho 3S9^Q»02 4 3.8 
AN 516032 3.52*0.05 4 3.60 *0.08 
AM %236 9»t0t0,02 3 9.19 •0,01 
SHI 18T 6»3TtO.Ol * 6.54 -0.17 
first two sand® wer« obtained from Mm Brunswick, the 
next two fro» Iiiadgaf Light and ehewical^ and the last 
three fr©» th® Bur«au of Min«a. 
wwfear of anml|r®«» run tor tim proposed «©thod. 
13% 
&m fee aee©»piish#i in «ts©«t hows* fh« proeedtare is 
reaiily adaptable to tim siTOltaneoMS rnmlfmn of s«¥eral 
samples*. 
H • Si*rosi?^  
1* A l.it#i»8t«re swrwf of sowe mlQTimtrle and 
speetrophotoffl®trie methods for the i«tt®ti®n and determina­
tion of thorium hai b«en presented* ind the analsrtieal 
eh#Bii»trF of thoriw of pitrtienlar i»pertane« in the analysis 
of^  th03?i*rai in nomaiite sand hat "&©«« reviewed* 
2. OptimwB eonditiona for th© speetrophotometric 
•deteraiaation of thoriw with thorin hav# b«en established,. 
In a tOO»«l Toltttt of 0.01^  thorin mt a pi of 1»00, l«er*« 
lmi0 i® followed from 0.% to t ®g thoria, A oodifioation 
tising 0.O0%|i thorin for thoritw oonseatration® from to to 
100 aierograas per §0 »l has hmu dtsorihed. Interferenees 
have ba-«n studied aM th«ir «lifflination diseussed. 
3, A rapid laethod for the d«termination of thoria in 
Bonaaite sand has t>«en deseribed, 'fh© sand it fiased with 
potassittffi hydrogen flmorid©, th# insoltifele flworides are 
separated and dissolved in a saturated aliawinM® nitrate 
solution wMeh has he®n acidified with nitric aeid* the 
thoriwro is eactraeted from this aolntion into aiesityl o^ xid®, 
atripped with water^  and deterained speetrophotowetrieally 
with thorin. 
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plae# it womld t© foil©* the time 
<i«p©»€#at ehangss ia mmf smh to ®iis«p« attain* 
swat of «Qiiili'bi»iia» • 
M. ««ri®« of soliitioni »4»ilar to thost iesorib^ fi iti 
fables II a»i MI eowld b® at this high«r pi* 
fhi# pH ihomW Is# v«ry oawfrnllf j?egMlat«d time# the aoid 
a#p«tti«i!ioj of' th«8® mmttom is not teowa, aM th« ml» 
eMlat«4 ©onstant intrinsioalif eoatitiiis tb® aetivitjr of the 
hytoog#!! io« to aa •appropriate pmrnv* ms&rhmm readings 
8hoi»l<l li« m§M agaiatt a sol«tio» ooataiaimg th© 
sa»# thoriii eoiioaatrstiom as tht »a«pl# with whioh it i» 
eo»par®tf, fhi» wmM avoid the- relatii^ eli' large i»«adiiig 
errors aasooiated with th# m%mp slopai of-the absorptiott 
#mrv#» of th© r®as«iit ami 6©»pl«x eonparai nith iistilled 
water {»«# figmre 9), It mu b® •#en that ovtr thoa®' regioiis 
in whieh a mmimm b®tw®em th# »©lar ateaorptivitias 
of tha ooaplait ani raagaiit mmmg. tha %im mmplmn 
aoliation aeamnaA against the raagatit i» relatiwl^  flat.^  thtta 
«iai»i»i*ig reading: errors* 
Oaea ettiilibriia ha» hmn rtaehai# plot® airoiiar to 
those iB figure 8 eaa be iia€e at awitabla wawlengths# Iquili-
britira eoaetaats 'Bight be fitted to th«»a mrvm bir th# usual 
aathois of approxiaatioss ao«or€if^  to th« gaiaaral approaeh 
diacwaaad in fart of th® thaais, 
©mt othar ii^ ortant faatwra ia this work would be th© 
radmotioa of error 4u« to th« uaoartaiaty ia tha thoria 
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eoneeatrntion*. this muM im toy usiiig lafg®!* 
al l fwts  a  imm e©«eemtfat#i  reagent  solut ion for '  the  
p.ot«ati@»strt@ titmtion witii msm€m^  lore bms® 
wowli mm fe# mi- the r«lmt4ir# #war dn® to 
nmm%@kln%f ia tlia »Mp©Aiit -©f the »#e©»4 hmmk im tlm 
wewld 
6* file 'pessifeilitj #f' l«v«l©piiig m good »p#€!ti*©plioto-
roe trie »tfeod for fei'Siauth Willi tfeorin i» indieatei hf the 
Int^ viemmm stmait-®#. . $&m work has iadieated 
that the pH e©ii4iti@»» Mill lame to he to otetalri 
a s«miltiw 
7, Meiitfl oxi€# lias it ii»mgr@«al)l@ o4oi» m& waii- eawse 
©onsidemtel® msptrmtorw iifft©«ilt|r If mot wae-d in a^ h^ od. 
It, muM fee aimiitag©0ias to ;fliid aadthtr mtrmetlm solwiat 
whish dot'8 mt p0»»#s« th«s« iiiadvantsges. 
pus **3 *1 *ti®fiWM **M '8ftt«S '1 *'0 P«» ' 'M *'0 8t 
*§t6l *01.93-00 M^mM ©T®ow 
•H POT "1 ••I «n®«apafii •••M *Aimm 'it 
_ _ '{gSSlI t*'9% •%! *w«i) 
•It? 'f "M •© Pii« **H 'jp •pttto© 'W '*»pom *91 
*l%6t *5»«I *s«og v>tm *^ aoji 
M0M 'p9 ptig •! 'M •©pe.il •§! 
•fSsSt) Otis 'lit '*i©? *i»5I •F •*t :'i 'H •mtf-ia *n 
*(^t6t )  l i t  ' i s i  
•ffleftt® *'^ 'Wmm *z *'9 put *•% 'Cl 
•Hr6l 'mt  *^ 6^1 
JO mSttt ''M f«» *% *I *§ *31 
• 'CiCfit) %gt *'m *1^  
••ra®t|3 *TOS ••*11 *1 put *0 'f *i 'seiJios •t| 
•(€561) 6l''ili "ItM ««ll '2*^  •! •! 'Jf *tpdi«tiot *'01 
•(eo6t) MB 'If •iiirei 'I 'to®® *6 
'Oiit *Siq0 'i *•! •« •««€ ?«« •« 'M 'f 
' *£oq 
'0t6l 'mmO *I '•! •€ P«« 'I 'I U 
*Ci.C6l| it *11 *ipS«00^ TW '•© '^ s»S * $  
* (1^ 6%) 69 '1 'Wif •iw *ll5f ••*© 
• '(2.161) C€l *of ••iiiif 'f *•© «i|9®fpw«s -'t 
•(Ol6l)'g%9 '11 'W 'pOTrff •iwWmf *•? •© •T^ 0fq«i«a •£ 
•'Ci%6i) gsg '61 '*w^ i 'iw *iw«. pm *A *Q *smm *z 
, • , , HpBDmm'M , 
**oof ••»©tts *m *£ * '4  *3 'sfii«0 fa® **§ * i  *11: 
s»i0 'A 
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